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Abstract
The background of this study is the upcoming topic social media in combination with
entrepreneurship. Social media is offering potential entrepreneurs a lot of opportunities. It can
be noticed that in the nowadays generations more and more people seeking to have their own
business through social media. Therefore the research question of this paper should be: How
people become entrepreneurs with the help of social media on the example of self-employed
companies? The purpose of this study is to crave out the creating process of how to become
an entrepreneur with the help of social media focused on self-employed companies. In the
theoretical framework the terms entrepreneurship, self-employment, opportunity recognition,
creation and discovery theory, digitalism and social media will be defined and detailed
examined. For this thesis a qualitative research study was chosen. Therefore qualitative
interviews with prepared questions with nine companies who got self-employed through
social media have been executed. The chosen companies are dealing with businesses as
photography, travelling, music or fashion. Furthermore the interviewed companies are from
four different countries but the main part is from Germany. It was important that the
companies are created through social media, self-employed, not bigger than three employees
and not older than five years. The researcher decided for a deductive approach. The empirical
data from the interviews were analyzed with the help of the theoretical framework to find
significant outcomes and conclusions. The conclusion for this thesis is that social media has a
huge influence on all interviewed self-employed persons Facebook, Instagram and YouTube
are the most popular platforms to start the business with. Self-recognition from followers and
the fact that social media is a great and cheap marketing opportunity, influenced people to
become self-employed. The interviewed companies saw the opportunities to use their skills
and knowledge to discover something new, which has not been there before or to create
something that is better than the competitors and brings a new value to the market.
Keywords: social media, entrepreneurship, entrepreneur, self-employed companies,
opportunity recognition, creation and discovery theory
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1. Introduction
The introduction chapter is taking the reader into the topic of this thesis. Using the
background in 1.1 widens the understanding and reason for writing about this topic and
pointing out the problem (1.2) as well as the research gap. In the following, research
questions (1.3) will be formulated to show with what topics the thesis is dealing with.
Additionally addressee, structure, limitation and the most important definitions for the
following process are given. The definitions of the words self-employed companies,
entrepreneurship and social media will be shortly defined in the running text of the
introduction to give the reader an understanding of it. Later in the theoretical framework in
chapter two there will be taken a detailed focus on these terms.

1.1 Background
In nowadays technology driven society and since the beginning of the 2000s social media is
taking a big part in our everyday life and is becoming more and more important (Alalwan,
Rana, Algharabat and Tarhini, 2016). With the time social media got very popular by all kind
generations and is adopted by the biggest part of the society (Kaplan and Henlein, 2010).
Social media is departed in the words „social“ with the meaning as community or public and
„media“ which is connected to mass medias as television or newspapers (Lueke, 2012). It is
defined as “website and applications that enable users to create and share content or to
participate in social networking” (Oxford Online Dictionary, 2017, p.1). Users can connect
with each other form all over the world and share their thoughts, information, pictures, videos
or audios with the help of online media (Hettler, 2010). Furthermore they can create their own
virtual account and profile (Gensler, Völckner, Liu-Thompkins and Wirtz, 2013).
The interest of social media is still increasing. Worldwide in 2016 there were 2,34 billion
people using social media platforms as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or YouTube (Statista,
2016). Therefore the global social network penetration is located by 31 % (Statista, 2016).
Statistics are expecting three billion social media users by the year 2020 and especially in
countries as China or India the development of networking platforms is strongly increasing
(Statista, 2016). These facts are showing that social media is such an up-to-date topic with
lots of movement and progress in it.
From the business point of view social media can be also seen as a good marketing instrument
for companies to reach people and potential customers from all over the world (Luarn, Lin
and Chiu, 2015). Especially for the field of entrepreneurship, self-employed companies and
small medium–enterprises (SME), social media platforms constitute an interesting and cheap
opportunity to market themselves and reach a wide scope of people (allfacebook, 2016; Dutta,
2010). Other kind of mass advertisements as television or newspapers are for new companies
with a low budget mostly not affordable or unprofitable (Griffith, 2013). Therefore fast
technology change challenge mangers and entrepreneurs doing business (Postman, 2009). In
addition to this the field of entrepreneurship has become a fundamental importance for the
economy (Bruyat and Julien, 2000).
1
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Nevertheless most of this companies who are active on social media are already a SME and
have founded their companies before. These companies or organizations are using platforms
as Facebook, Twitter or YouTube for market and growing reasons as Zwilling (2013, p. 1) is
arguing: “With the key social media platforms today, an entrepreneur can tune a product,
build a brand, and grow the business with very low costs and interactivity never possible
before”. The literature is often dealing with topics like “how to increase the business of
SME’s with the help of social media” (Schwabel, 2016, p. 1) or even pointing out factors for
successful online marketing advertisement on platforms like Facebook or Twitter (Tuten,
2008).
Taking a closer look through social media and away from already established companies there
are users with interests in music, sport, travelling, photos or fashion. They are posting videos
and photos of what they are doing for fun as their hobby to become more popular and get
followers (Agarwal, Liu, Tang and Yu, 2008). Overall it is noticed that people decided to start
their own business and become an entrepreneur with their initial hobby (Impluse, 2014).
Rarely is spoken about these people, their motivation, opportunity recognition, success factors
and the process itself in the literature. On the other hand it can be said the process of creating
and starting their own business as an entrepreneur is becoming more and more interesting and
is affecting a huge group of people.

1.2 Problem discussion
The opportunity for people to create their own venture and earn money because of their
activity on networking platforms has become a famous business model (Rettberg, 2013). The
thesis will take a deeper focus trough the topic of social media as well as entrepreneurship on
the example of self-employed companies. A self-employed company can be defined here as
the status in which an” individual is working for himself instead of working for an employer
that pays salary or a wage” (Investopedia, 2017, p. 1). Entrepreneurship on the other hand is
the engine and core of every new business (Iversen, Jørgensen and Malchow-Møller, 2008). It
can be seen as a process where a business will be crated, designed, launched and managed
(Agarwal, Liu, Tang and Yu, 2008).
The thesis will concentrate on the creating and establishing process of a new venture. There
are two different statuses. The first is being a social media user sharing information. The
second status is an established self-employed company founded after being in status one.
As mentioned before social media is a very upcoming topic in nowadays society and has a
huge influence on people’s life (Alalwan et al., 2016). Furthermore lots of articles are dealing
with the topic of increasing business and profit with the help of social media platforms such
as Facebook or Twitter (Collins, Hasan and Ukkusuri, 2013). According to Paquette (2013)
social media pages are a great stage for retailers to increase awareness of their brand.
In addition to this, books and articles are dealing with construct ideas, which lead into a start
up (Paquette, 2013). Gartner (1985) states out a framework and description of creating a new
venture. Due to the point that Gartner’s approach was written in 1985 it doesn’t focus on
social media but on social media in general. Greve and Salaff (2003) are focusing on social
2
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networks and entrepreneurship in their paper. But here it is more focused to use social media
as a gadget to become a successful entrepreneur instead of becoming an entrepreneur through
social media. Timmons and Spinelli (2006) are writing about the new form of
entrepreneurship according to the 21st century. Their book can be seen as a wide overview
about the field of entrepreneurship. They also mention that Internet and social media are
useful marketing instruments to attract new customers and reach new markets. These
examples show that from the literature there is known how to create a new venture. On the
other hand in the literature there can be also found lots of information about the entrepreneur
itself; the person who has the idea to create and run a business (Drucker, 1985; Orser and
Elliot, 2015).
Therefore researches are pointing out that the main motivation for entrepreneurs to start a new
venture is money, control, flexibility and independency (Antipesheva, 2015; Locke, Colins
and Shane, 2003). Koenraadt (2007) or Bruyat and Julien (2000) talk in their paper about
successful factors of becoming an entrepreneur. As main factors they point out passion,
stability, competitive advantage and stamina.
Overall it can be said that there are los of information about the field of entrepreneurship. We
know a lot about the entrepreneur itself, the field of entrepreneurship and the upcoming topic
of social media. Researchers as Krizner (1979) and Schumpeter (1934) with their theories are
on the other hand deeply focusing on how the entrepreneurs choose their way to go. The
creating or discovery process as an important part of the field entrepreneurship can be found
plenty of times in the literature (Weick, 1979; Gartner 1985; Alvarez and Barney, 2007). On
the other hand there is limited information when the entrepreneurial creating process of a new
venture is connected through social media. This can be seen as a research gap for this thesis.
Summarizing the research gap is constructed as follows:
Pointing out the entrepreneurial creating process of a new venture connected through social
media.
In addition to this the use of social media with self-employed companies is a completely
under-researched field. Jagongo and Kinyua (2013) are focusing in their paper on that field
but more on the growing aspect of SME rather than on the foundation aspect of these
companies. With the determination of own data through interviews from people in the field of
photography, music, fashion and travelling a detailed analysis and discussion can be made.
The aim should be to give useful conclusions regarding the questions and problem mentioned
above.
Therefore the central problem can be formulated as follows: Craving out the creating process
of how to become an entrepreneur with the help of social media focused on self-employed
companies.
Especially the problem should focus on the point’s motivation, influence of social media and
opportunity recognition.
3
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1.3 Research question
From the problem the overall research questions of this paper can be deviated as:
How people become entrepreneurs with the help of social media on the example of selfemployed companies?
This overall question facing the whole thesis can be divided into smaller ones as:
Ø What is the motivation for people to start up their own business?
Ø What characteristics have people to bring to start their own business?
Ø How are self-employed companies using social media and how big is the importance
of it?
Ø Why and because of what opportunities are people starting their own business through
social media?
Ø Would the interviewed companies start a business without social media?
Ø After what time are companies starting their own business since their first post?
Ø What are the success factors for implementing the business?

1.4 Address of the thesis
The thesis is addressed to wide range of potential readers. The first addressee could be
bloggers who have already a social media account. A blogger is somebody who is posting and
sharing a kind of diary about information of his or her life on a blog. This blog is like a
website and is normally free for other readers to get access to. The content of a blog can be
everything from fashion, travelling, music, sport or other activities in life (Hatzipanagos and
Warburton, 2009). For them the thesis could give some advices and inspiration how to start
up their own business. Another point for their interest is that the literature doesn’t give that
much information about how to become an entrepreneur with the help of social media.
Therefore there is a lack of information when people want to start their business and looking
for help in the literature.
Secondly due to the point that the topic of this paper is very current it can be addressed in
general to the whole “generation Y” grown up and everyday affected with social media
(Sturm, 2014). “Generation Y” is defined by Sheahan (2005) as those who are born between
1978 and 1994. Characteristics are that this generation is grown up with the pace of
technology change (Sheahan, 2005). Others call the generation “Millennials” or “Dot.Com
generation”; still referring to the huge technology development this generation is grown up
with (Sturm, 2014).
Apart from this self-employed companies could have an interest in reading the thesis and its
outcomes. Start-ups and self employed companies are always trying to grow their business
and reach new markets with social media (Zwilling 2013). An example could be here a
German start-up expanding in the US-market. Therefore these companies are looking for
advices and help to follow their expending plans. With the outcome of this thesis they can use
it in some kind of ways as well as implementing social media in their growing process. It can
4
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be pointed out that all kind of entrepreneurs and people with interests in this field could gain a
knowledge reading this thesis.

1.5 Structure of this work
This present master thesis is divided up into six different chapters. After introducing the
background topic of this thesis and talking about the problem, research question and purpose,
limitations and definitions are made. In the following chapter two the theoretical basic
foundations needed for the later analysis part of the thesis will be explained. Here there is
spoken about entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur itself, creation and discovery theory,
opportunity recognition, self-employed companies and social media or digitalism. In the
methodology part the writer will explain his research process, the selection of companies and
collection of empirical data as well as the validity and reliability is explained. The focus of
this thesis is made on the practical and empirical application based on the theory in chapter
two. Therefore firstly in chapter four the empirical data from interviews will be illustrated.
Furthermore the interviewed companies itself will be presented. On this base a detailed
analyses focusing on self-employed companies will be made. For example motivations,
characteristics, success factors or the influences of social media will be analyzed. Closing a
reflection is formulated (5.2). Finally in chapter six a conclusion is made (6.1), implications
are given (6.2) and a future research will be outlined (6.3). In general before every chapter a
small introduction is given to take the reader by hand and make it as easy as possible for him
to follow the content and avoid misunderstandings while reading this thesis.

1.6 Limitations
The thesis is only focusing on self-employed companies. This means the founder is earning
his own money, using his own capital, knowledge, and experience and taking his own risk
(Chaudhary, 2015). Due to the point that social media exists since a bit more than ten years
(O’Relly, 2005) it can be said that companies founded because of social media are still in the
growing part. Nevertheless another reason focusing on self-employed companies is that it is
easier to catch them for getting data. Structures and organization are clear and manageable
and for interviews and surveys it is mostly easier to work with this companies to get
information. When talking about social media in this thesis there are meant blogs and social
media channels as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and many more. Detailed information about
these blogs will be given in the following chapter about the theoretical framework.
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2. Theoretical framework
The following theory chapter should explain and define terms, which are used in the
discussion and analysis part and have a deeper sense for the problem of this thesis. Firstly the
term of entrepreneurship and the entrepreneur itself will be defined and the term selfemployment examined. Building up on that in 2.3 and 2.4 opportunity recognition and
creation and discovery theory is explained. Closing will the chapter with a wide overview
about the field of social media and digitalism. The sub chapters are chosen in this row
because the first four are strongly connected and building up on each other. Social media and
digitalism therefore is an own big field and was therefore chosen to take in the end.

2.1 Entrepreneurship
2.1.1 Definition
The term entrepreneurship (ɒntrəprəˈnɜːr/) has his origin in France and was used there the
first time in the 18th century when speaking about classical economies and later leadership
innovate qualities in a new venture (Crainer and Dearlove, 2000). Due to the point that
entrepreneurship is a complex field it can’t be expected that there is only one single universal
definition for this term (Ghannad, 2013).
Entrepreneurship is the engine of every core business and economy (Iversen, Jørgensen and
Malchow-Møller, 2008). Every business enterprise starts with an entrepreneurial venture
including all organizations. Yetisen et al. (2015) define it as a process where a business will
be designed, launched and managed. The business that is starting is mostly called a start up,
which offers products and services. The people who are having the idea and starting the
business are called entrepreneurs (Drucker, 1985). Furthermore “it involves a capacity and
willingness to develop, organize and manage a business venture along with any risks involved
in order to make profit” (Business Dictronary, 2017, p. 1).
For Colby (1971) entrepreneurship is defined as a term that elicits all sorts of reactions from
people, conjures up a verity of connotations and remains a somewhat elusive or mythical
phenomenon. Entrepreneurship also deals with the identification of market opportunity and
the creation of combinations of brining in resources to pursue it (Guth and Grinsberg, 1990).
Venkataraman (1997) is defining entrepreneurship as a process of how, by whom, with what
effects and opportunities future goods or services are discovered, created, evaluated and
exploited. According to Stokes, Willson and Mador (2010) entrepreneurship can be seen as a
fundamentally important part of modern economy and social life. Some researches add that in
the last years the term entrepreneurship also includes how and why some people identify
opportunities to create a new venture and launch a product or service (Brush, 2003).
There are different forms of Entrepreneurship.
Entrepreneurship is stated as the creation of new organizations (Shane and Venkataraman,
2000) but can nevertheless also be seen as innovation and creation within existing companies
(Casson, 1982). The literature is speaking in this case about cooperate entrepreneurship (Guth
and Grinsberg, 1990). Often they have their own department for these inventing new ideas for
6
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changes in the future. “If a company wishes to continue to be entrepreneurial, it must
convince everyone that change is the company’s overriding goal” (Stevenson and Jarillo,
2007, p. 14). Cooperate entrepreneurship can be divided into two different fields: On the one
hand it can create a new business within an organization (f. e. venturing, or launching an
innovate product) or secondly the transformation of new organizations through renewal of the
key ideas on which they are build (Guth and Grinsberg, 1990).
Another different form of entrepreneurship is defined as social entrepreneurship, which means
starting, developing or even founding solutions or organizations to social, cultural or
environmental issues (Dees, 1998). Dees (1998) sees here a combination of a social mission
including the business aspect. Normally the goals of social entrepreneurship are related to a
voluntary sector within areas as poverty alleviation, health care or community development
(Osberg and Martin, 2007). Social entrepreneurship is a term that comes up and got more
popular with the growth of the Internet and in the context with social media websites (Baron,
2007). The reason for this is that social media is a powerful communication tool, that enable a
lot of people, who are also interested in any kind of social entrepreneurship project (Abi-Aad,
2015). Furthermore it is cost effective that social entrepreneurs can share their stories and
action they are doing (Abi-Aad, 2015).
2.1.2 Entrepreneur
After defining the term and field of entrepreneurship in the following progress it should be
taken a deeper look to the person, the entrepreneur itself. Therefore it should be examined
what his background, characteristics and motivations are to create a new venture.
The term entrepreneur can be defined and seen from many different angles due to the point
that it includes a wide range of aspects that should be considered when defining the
entrepreneur itself (Julien and Bruyat, 2000).
In the field of entrepreneurship the entrepreneur is the person who is having the idea, starting
and creating the company and offering a product (Yetisen et al., 2015). According to
Schumpeter (1934, p.13) entrepreneurs are forcing to start up new firms and businesses and
“to revolutionize the pattern of production by exploiting an invention or the untried
technological possibility for producing a new commodity or producing an old way in a new
one.”
Sahlman and Stevenson (1991) are differentiating between an entrepreneur and a manager.
They come up to the point that “entrepreneurship is a way of managing that involves pursuing
opportunity without regard to the resources currently controlled” (Sahlman and Stevenson,
1991, p. 1). Manager therefore have a certain amount of resources given they have to mange
with (Sahlman and Stevenson, 1991). According to them entrepreneurs are identifying
opportunities, figure out needed resources, write a business plan and try to make it happen.
Other definitions see the entrepreneur as “a person who organizes and manages any
enterprise, especially a business, usually with considerable initiative and risk”
(Dictionary.com, 2017, p. 1). The entrepreneur is defined as a business leader or innovator of
new ideas and businesses processes. In companies there are departments responsible for
7
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aspects as finance, innovation or allocation. The entrepreneur on the other hand has to
organize, judge and manage all these aspects on his own (Herbert and Link, 1989).
According to Shah and Trispas (2007) in the field of entrepreneurship individuals are in
unique positions to discover opportunities. “Once an opportunity has been discovered, the
potential entrepreneur assesses the commercial potential of the idea and decides weather or
not to start a venture” (Shah and Trispas, 2007, p. 30). Then investments and actions are taken
place. Choices to cover the business, organizing partnerships and launch the product are
made. After a while the first customer reaction can be noted (Shane and Venkatmeran, 2000).
Ghannad (2013) is considering the entrepreneur in different ways. Either as a manager
undertaking an activity, because of their similar tasks to managers or as an agent of economic
change because of the innovate aspect they can have on the economic system. Ghannad
(2013) is seeing the entrepreneur as an individual, because of their personal thinking and
characteristics.
Characteristics
Characteristics are important to understand more what it has to bring with to start an own
business. For the analysis later some characteristics could be considered and pointed out.
Due to the point that the literature is giving a lot of information about characteristics of an
entrepreneur it will only be focused on the most common and used ones. In the following they
will be examined and with the help of the literature explained.
The term characteristic is defined as “a distinguished feature or attribute of an item,
phenomenon, etc., usually divided into three categories”, which are physical, functional and
operational (Business Dictionary, 2017, p. 1).
Not everybody is made for being an entrepreneur. Summarized it can be said that there are
mostly certain kind of characteristics that define entrepreneurs on their process to create a
new venture. It can be pointed out that the following are important for the progress of the
thesis:
è
è
è
è
è
è
è
è

Experience and knowledge
Creativity
Ambition
Risk management
Innovativeness
Steadiness and perseverance
Passionate
Networking skills

When looking in the modern literature the main characteristics defining an entrepreneur are
mostly passion, resilience, flexibility, strong sense of self and a vision (Ramption, 2014).
Bowles (2011) sees entrepreneurs as dreamers trying to realize his ideas. Even if nobody
believes in achieving a goal the entrepreneur has that mission to go through it. Therefore a
8
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strong self-believe is needed (Bowles, 2011). Main characteristics are also that even if the
entrepreneur is failing plenty of times he is still steady and not giving up. In addition to this
he is resourceful (Bowles, 2011). That means that he has a lot of resources as knowledge,
experiences or creativity to bring in when it comes to start a new venture.
Other characteristics to describe an entrepreneur are: ambitious, gusty, innovate for
developing and producing something new with a value (Iversen, Jørgensen and MalchowMøller, 2008). They also need leadership skills to implement a new product or whatever to a
mass of people. Other sills are networking, presenting, negotiating. They have to think out of
mind and be very creative (Iversen, Jørgensen and Malchow-Møller, 2008). Steadiness,
discipline and perseverance is as well an important factor (Tobak, 2016).
According to Joseph (2017) the characteristic of risk management is very important for every
successful entrepreneur. When leaving the job to start his own company the entrepreneur
resign to get a normal income. Therefore his is living in uncertainty (Khilstomr and Laffont’s,
1979). Important is here to know how to minimize risks and researching well to calculate pros
and cons (Joseph, 2017).
It is proven that the level of education is an important factor for successful business.
According to Schlegelmilch (1986) a high level knowledge and education is enhancing
capabilities and for a successful future. But the level of education and skills is not depending
on the university degree. It is important what skills the entrepreneur can apply in real life
(Joseph, 2017). To realize their ideas the entrepreneur needs passion to work with full
enthusiasm on the project and loves what he is doing (Bowles, 2011). This is the core of the
motivation to start something and drives the entrepreneur to go on (Joseph, 2017). When
people feel passionate about what they do it is much more easier to invest time and money.
Characteristics and motivation are strongly connected with each other (Kuratko, 2016).
Depending on the characteristics of the entrepreneur often it also influences also the
motivation of them.
Motivation
Motivation factors of people to start their own business can differ depending on culture and
country the people are coming from (Alänge, Mittinen and Scheinberg, 1988). Taking a closer
look through the literature lots of different motivation factors for entrepreneurs can be found.
Motivation is defined as “a desire or willingness to do something with enthusiasm” or as “a
reason for acting or behaving in a particular way” (Business Dictionary, 2017, p. 1).
There are people or workers who feel the need to escape from their previous job because of
frustration with the work or with the boss (Alänge, Mitttinen and Scheinberg, 1988). This
reason drives them to quiet their job and start their own business. People feel like changing
something in their lives and seek to personal development (Shan, Locke and Collins, 2003).
This factor is strong connected to the need of independence and freedom. People tend to have
their business (Antipesheva, 2015). Freedom drives entrepreneurs forward and can be a big
9
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motivator also for a long-term future while living in independency (Meadows, 2016).
Entrepreneurs seek to have their own judgment instead of blindly following the assertions of
others (Shan, Locke and Collins, 2003). It is also shown that entrepreneurs may have a higher
independence than other individuals (Hornaday and Aboud, 1973). The independency and
freedom is connected to social recognition or approval (Kuratko and Audretsch, 2009). To be
self-employed and their own boss gives people a lot of self-confidence and personal
confirmation. In addition to this people get social recognition or approval from the society
(Yitshaki and Krop, 2015).
Passion involves a strong motivation and a powerful resource for the entrepreneur to work
hard and take actions (Baum, Locke and Smith 2001). If they do what they like or what their
hobbies are entrepreneurs can create a much higher motivation (Bird, 1989). Some
researchers even speak about a desire or dedication to make a difference and being successful
(Bierly, Kessler and Christensen, 2000). The entrepreneur is creating enthusiasm, zeal and
intense longing (Bird 1989; Baum and Locke, 2004). In addition to this some scholars argue
that passion is composed of intense positive feelings (Locke, 2004).
Summarized it can be said the most important characteristics are shown here:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Independence
Self-actualization
Need to escape
Risk taking
Personal development
Materialistic things
Family orientation
Passion
Social recognition

Another factor that drives and motivates people to become entrepreneurs is more focusing on
the people’s background in the case their families already have an own business. Therefore
the person is grown up in this entrepreneurial area and is already influenced by parents and
relatives (Ghannad, 2013). People feel motivated to see their relatives as successful examples
to start their own business or take over the relatives business (Stewart, Lumpkin and Katz,
2010).
Risk taking is not only a characteristic but can be also seen as a motivation for people to
become entrepreneurs. People see a higher challenge and an achievement in taking risks
(Atkinson, 1957) according to the motto: The higher the risk the greater the achievement
could be (Shan Locke and Collins, 2003). Researchers speak here also from the willingness to
take moderate risks (Begley, 1995).
For some people self actualization, in Maslow’s hierarchy of needs the highest level, is a big
motivation for becoming an entrepreneur (Maslow, 1943). It is the highest need a human can
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achieve and is for a lot of people the need to be good, to be fully alive and find a meaning in
live which satisfy them (Prevost, 2016).
At least materialistic things as money or tax benefits drive people to start their own business
(Alänge, Mitttinen and Scheinberg, 1988). Earning your own money can give and provide you
security. In addition when the business is successful entrepreneurs have the chance to earn in
a fast period lots of money (Prevost, 2016).

2.2 Self-employment
For the thesis it was chosen to write about self-employment instead of SME’s or small firms.
Otherwise it would be harder to define if the company has the right size to be a SME or not.
Due to the point that the thesis will focus on the creation of starting a business it is necessary
to interview the entrepreneur itself to gather information about his motivation to start up and
implement a new venture (Parker, 2004). In general it can be said that not every entrepreneur
is running a SME and not every SME is ran by an entrepreneur (Brock and Evans, 1986).
Therefore to be more precise and guarantee to get useful empirical data it was chosen to
focus the topic and research question on self-employed companies, because normally selfemployed companies are still managed by the founder and entrepreneur itself (Chaudhary,
2015). In the following the term will be examined and discussed.
As above already mentioned there can be differentiate the term of being self-employed
compared to being a business owner. The business owner owns the company but is not
working in the everyday operations on it. In contrast to this a person who is self-employed
own his business. In addition to this he is responsible for all kind of business tasks
(Investopedia, 2017).
Self-employment in general can be defined as the status in which an individual is earning his
own money instead of working for an employer that pays salary or a wage (Investopedia,
2017). Chaudhary (2015) agrees when he is saying self-employed people start their own work
instead of being hired by a cooperate company. According to him (Chaudhary, 2015) the
individual is earning his money while doing profitable operations from trade or business.
Therefore he is using in his own knowledge, experience, money, efficiency, time and risk
(Parker, 2004). Also partners of an unincorporated business are classified as self-employed
(Parker, 2004). The reasons for someone to become a self-employed worker are similar to
these already debated motivation factors for an entrepreneur to start his venture. Singh (1996)
is examined a few departed in factors for self-employment. Some can be mentioned as
unemployment, demographic pressures or a slow and sluggish growth of economy (Singh,
1996).
From the definition of the term self-employment the literature is mostly homogeneous and it
can be found similar approaches. In some countries as the United States of America or the
United Kingdom governments are stricter about the regulations being a self-employed
company than in others (Chaudhary, 2015). Due to the point that the thesis will only
concentrate on European self-employed companies in the following the European Union
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definition for this term: “A self-employed person is someone pursing a gainful activity for
their own account, under the conditions laid down by national law” (Directive European
Parliament, 2010, p. 180). Organized is the application by every country in the European
Union itself. In most countries people must apply for a self-employed company when they
earn more then a certain amount of money (Chaudhary, 2015).

2.3 Opportunity recognition
After looking at the terms of entrepreneurship and entrepreneur itself now there should taken
a look at the creating process when starting a new venture. Therefore the term opportunity
recognition has a big importance and will be defined in the following.
Opportunity recognition can be defined as new ways and opportunities an entrepreneur is
identifying to create new businesses in form of new products or services to meet customer
expectations (Barrak, 2014).
Eckhardt and Shane (2003, p. 336) see entrepreneurial opportunity recognition as a situation
“in which new goods, services, raw materials, markets and organizing methods can be
introduced through the formation of means, ends, or means-ends relationship”. Means can be
seen here as all the personal resources an entrepreneur has as for example experiences,
knowledge or social contacts (Sarasvathy, 2001; Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2014) or
something the entrepreneur has power of (Fisher, 2012). According to Casson (1982)
entrepreneurial opportunities are defined as situations in which new goods, services, raw
materials and organizing methods can be introduced and sold as a higher price than they are
produced.
For entrepreneurs it is the opportunity to start up something new. These opportunities exist
because of some people who have “different beliefs and values of resources to transform them
into a different state” (Shane and Venkatarman, 2000, p. 220). In general some people also
argue that successful entrepreneurs see opportunities for situations where other people mostly
see upcoming risks (Saravathy, Simon and Lave, 1998). Therefore characteristic of alertness
is important when it comes to opportunity recognition. Individuals therefore try to find a
pattern in complex situations to create new solutions (Baron and Ensley, 2006).
Entrepreneur’s minds are comparing already existing products and services with their ideas
and prototypes. Experience is an important factor affecting opportunity recognition.
Experienced entrepreneurs have a greater ability to recognize opportunities compared to
unexpected people (St-Jean and Tremblay, 2011).
Social networking is strongly related to opportunity recognition because it accesses a lot of
opportunities for every entrepreneur. They can see trends and changes or development’s in the
early stage and react through it (Ozgen and Baron, 2007). The reason for this is that it
provides lots of information from people from different cultures, countries or societies. There
are two main aspects characterizing social networking (Ozgen and Baron, 2007). On the one
hand the contact with family and friends for example with platforms like Facebook. On the
other hand the relationship with non-close persons or the public with the help of platforms
like blogs or YouTube (Barrack, 2014).
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2.4 Creation and discovery theory
Based on the opportunity recognition in this subchapter the reader should get a wider
understanding about the creation process of an entrepreneur and the reasons for creating a
new venture in the literature there can be found two different main approaches. The creation
theory according to Schumpeter (1934) and the discovery theory according to Krizner (1973)
will be explained and debated in the following.
In general as already mentioned before this whole debate of pointing out why creating a new
venture in the literature is seen between Schumpeter (1934) and Krizner (1979). These two
approaches handle about different theories of entrepreneurship for an account of how
entrepreneurs choose the way they wanted to go and why they decide to do what they are
doing (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013). It can be said that in the literature researchers see
entrepreneurship as an opportunity, to create or invent something new because of a special
market situation (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013).
As an overview there is the discovery approach of Krizner (1973) pointing out that
opportunities can be discovered. On the other hand there is argued that entrepreneurs are
emerging or creating these opportunities (Schumpeter 1934; Weick, 1979; Gartner 1985).
According to Alvarez and Barney (2007) the reason for becoming an entrepreneur because of
creating or discovering has a huge impact on the actions of these entrepreneurs.
In the following Krizners discovery theory is defined.
Krizner is arguing that entrepreneurs are discovering opportunities to create something
because of the incomplete information of others (Kirzner, 1973). His stream or theory is also
called opportunity discovery stream. The entrepreneurs want to improve the market
inefficiency by implementing knowledge and information. They see the opportunity coming
(Rauch & Frese, 2007). With calculating the risks the entrepreneur is checking if he has the
needed requirements for it. Other steps who make sense are to enter new markets and being
secure with strategies (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013). Here some things are already given
but from the view of the entrepreneurs they have to be improved with better knowledge or
information. The entrepreneurs are differing here from other people to make it better (Garnter
1985). The entrepreneur wants to change something because he has maybe another experience
On the other hand the Schumpeterian creation theory states follows:
According to Schumpeter (1934) such events as technological, demographic or social changes
build an opportunity for entrepreneurs to start up their business with the help of this early
information’s they have. In his approach entrepreneurs are more looking for new
opportunities of the changes that are coming (Backer and Nelson 2005, Garnter 1985).
Knowing what to improve and what information are given the entrepreneur can make a
business plan with their strategies. Here there is no problem or inefficiency compared to the
opportunity discovery stream of Krizner (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013). On the
Schumpeterian approach entrepreneurs are more creating something. The have the attitude to
act interactive, inductive and incremental. They get the information from their experience and
with the he help of their social contacts (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013). The business model
they have to create by themselves because there is no exactly ones existing. It should be the
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purpose to create a new unique business depending on the need of the society (Hang, Garnsey
and Ruan, 2013; Fischer 2012). Sarasvathy and Venkataraman (2001) are agreeing when they
are saying that while this approach there are no preexisting goals. They have to be created.
The context of decision-making is uncertain because things are changing. That means
information is needed to produce a new outcome, otherwise it is not possible to make.

2.5 Digitalism and social media
After defining the field of entrepreneurship with its theories now social media and digitalism
will be widely explained. The effect of digitalism on social media will be afterwards defined
and the connection between social media and business explained.
2.5.1 Definition digitalism and social media
The term social media came up firstly in the 21th century and has since then taken a fast
development (Cox, 2010). To understand social media better there has to be considered that it
is clearly defined and the reader has a good overview about it.
History
In the year 2004 Daugherty used the term of “Web 2.0” (O’Relly, 2005). Main characteristics
of the Web 2.0 are the active participation of the users and the use of the potential of the
collective intelligence with the opportunity to change a lot of different information on their
own. In the past the user was limited to the passive consume of information and news. With
the Web 2.0 is an active participant on the Internet and also able to change and share
information (O’Relly, 2005).
With the help of cheaply broadband Internet people got the opportunity to a completely new
kind of communication for almost the whole society (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). “Social
media is seen with the connection of Web 2.0 as the new form of the World Wide Web”
(Paquette, 2013, p. 2). It is much more about the connecting between people and sharing
information instead of only the technology itself. It can be seen as interactivity,
interoperability and collaboration (Campbell, Colin, Leyland, Parent and Berthon, 2011).
According to Sinclaire and Vogus (2011, p. 294) “social media is a broad term that describes
software tools that create user generated content that can be shared.” Following requirements
must be given to speak about social media: user profiles, content, a method that permits users
to connect with each other and post comments on each others pages (Lenhart and Madden,
2007; Cox, 2010). The growing ability of high-speed Internet access helps to grow the
popularity of social media pages. Summarized Web 2.0 is the technology that allows creating
a platform for interactivity, while social media is a created platform using these Web 2.0
technologies (Cox, 2010).
Definition and facts
The term social media is from the literature clear defined as the overall environment in which
social networking platforms are taking place (Paquette, 2013). Social media can be seen here
more as it is generating profiles and giving users the opportunity to use it (Kaplan and
Haenlein 2010, p. 63). In this personal profile pictures, audios, files and information exist.
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During the years some functions have been also changed. From only connecting with each
other between family and friends to a big opportunity for companies (as business platforms)
to market their new products and attract new customers (Paquette, 2013). Shankar, Inman,
Mantrala, Kelley, and Rizley (2011, p. 30) argue, “Online social networks have extended
marketers’ ability to reach shoppers through new touch points”. According to Zarrella (2010)
reaching new customers with utilizing social networks means that most target markets can be
reached. Advancements within social media sites have created consumer communities that are
defining new ways in which companies and customers can interact with one another to share
information on brand products (Paquette, 2013). Users have the possibility to share software,
data, send private messages and post public board messages (Zarrella, 2010). Bughin and
Chui (2010) agree with this when speaking about a communication tool to share and get
friends.
There a lot of different types how social media can appear. The base of social web is the
social media platform. These are grown or build up with different platforms and in some cases
in a close connection to each other. In figure two the most important types of social media
used in this thesis according to Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) will be presented and in the
following discussed.

Facebook

Blogs or
Webblogs

YouTube

Types of
social
media
LinkedIn

Twitter

Instagram

Figure 1: Most important types of social media (own creation according to Kaplan and
Haenlein, 2010)
The increase and fast distribution of social media as the following numbers are showing is
extremely high. There are 2.3 billion active social media users worldwide, which is by a
population of 7.3 billion people worldwide more than 30 %. Each year there are applying
around 180 million new social media users (Statista, 2017). In 2016 there were worldwide
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3,17 billion active Internet users, who uses at least one time a week the Internet. In average
every second there are created six new social media profiles. According to statistics portal in
January 2017 the most famous networking site is Facebook with 1,87 billion users. Followed
by WhatsApp and Facebook messenger with around 1 billion users. Instagram for example
has 600 million users (Statista, 2017). Statistics from 2010 show that 65% of all bloggers are
hobbyist, 13 % are part time, 21% are self-employed and 1 % of the blogger is working for a
cooperate company (Statista, 2017). Most of them are in an age between 25 and 44 years. In
Sweden for example 72% uses social media and half of all people check it everyday
(Stiftelsen för Internetinfrastruktur, 2017).
Furthermore it can be said that the thesis will focus more at the self-presentation pages such
as blogs, social networking sites but also connect communities as YouTube. It will be only
taken a deeper look through these terms because they have a use for the following progress of
this thesis.
Blogs or weblogs
The term of weblog or blog is composed of the words “web” and “logs. The overall world
can be also defined as blogosphere. A weblog of blog is “a listing of text, images, videos or
other objects that are arranged in a chronological order that first started appearing in 1996”
(Computerhope, 2017, p. 1). Blogs are mostly the earliest represent of social media (OECD,
2007; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). They are presented in the most various forms as for
example: They can be a personal diary, dealing with topics such as fashion, travelling, and
documentaries (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009). This can be seen as a kind of electronic diary or
logbook in the Internet. All the different records are defined as “blogging”. With the time they
are normally always updated by the blogger and the chronological shown depending how
current they are. Normally everybody has access to see the blogging websites. Depending on
the blogs sometimes the interested user has to pay to get access to read it (Kollmann, 2011).
Mostly it is for free.
Usually blogs are done by one person but still with the opportunity to do and interact with
others. It can be said that most of the blogs are available in text form. With the time there are
also some in different channels as media. Even companies decided to have blogging channels
to updated their customers, shareholders or employees (Kaplan, Haenlein, 2009). With the
popularity of social networking sites lots of bloggers are posting their current blog news with
a link to these social networking pages. Lots of people even post their news directly on the
page (Computerhope.com, 2017). Blogs can be also seen as a good marketing tool to provide
the products or get recommendations (Castronovo and Huang, 2012). Normally creating a
blog takes more time compared to create a Facebook and Instagram account and post a piture
(Castronovo and Huang, 2012). Twitter can be seen as a micro blog, where users have the
opportunity to post their thought with a given limit of 144 characters. Overall is Twitter the
most popular blog and has more than 300 million users in year 2016 with over 600 million
tweets a day (Statista, 2016).
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Social networks
The term social networks define a structure, which is connected with communication and
interaction and different users (Hettler, 2010). The initial sense of social networking is to
communicate with friends and contacts. The worlds most known social networking platforms
are Facebook, MySpace and LinkedIn (Lueke, 2012). By social networking pages users have
the possibility to get in contact with their friends. Users have their profile and can invite
friends, sending each other personal messages. The created profiles of the user show, which
they are, where are they from etc. Social media is still very popular (Kaplan and Haenlein,
2009).
Facebook is the most popular social networking site. Since their foundation in 2004 it
increased significantly to more than 1,8 billion users (Statista, 2017). On Facebook users have
the opportunity to share information, pictures videos or create events. Facebook defines itself
as a platform where people use to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what’s
going on in the world, and to share and express what matters to them (Facebook, 2017). The
messaging app, where users can chat with each other is called “Facebook Messenger”
(Facebook, 2017).
Another upcoming social network is Instagram. Instagram can be defined as an application for
smartphones where users can share pictures of their experiences and lives. Users can if they
accept the invitation follow each other and like the shared pictures (Instagram, 2017).
Worldwide there are more than 600 million Instagram users and the number is still increasing
(Instagram, 2017). Instagram is according to Morley (2016) Instagram is the most important
platform for bloggers. The reason for them are that it has on the one hand the intention,
because it has grown four times the size in the last two years and is nowadays very hip
(Morley, 2016). Another reason is that discovery is the gateway for growth. Instagram is
made for that users can explore and follow new profiles. Therefore users have an easy
possibility to increase their account very fast. Also accounts can build a strong connection
with each other due to the point that most users check their Instagram app at least one time a
day. They are therefore always informed about the newest updates. For bloggers the structure
of Instagram is easy to understand and use. It avoids typing in the address of the weblog and
clicking at all the different Internet pages. With Instagram the user has whole content visible
at only one page. It is also more and more used as a marketing instrument from companies to
attract more customers and update them about new product and services (Instagram, 2017).
Facebook or Instagram are for free to use (Facebook, 2017; Instagram, 2017).
Content communities
The main difference of content communities to social media networks is that here the users
can share a wide range of different media types as photos, videos, texts or presentations and
every user as access to. The most known and popular ones are YouTube for videos and
audios. For presentations the most known ones is Flickr (Kreutzer and Hinz, 2010). It has to
be mentioned that for connect communities there is still the risk that copyright materials as
songs could be shared. On the other hand there are strict rules for these platforms as YouTube
who are taking an eye on it. In the worst case they can ban people while it is on the other hand
hard to control when it comes to comedy shows, where it is hard to co troll. For the user
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content communities have also big advantages for example they have a high community and
lots of opportunities. YouTube users share everyday 150 million videos (Kaplan and
Haenlein, 2009). Youtube, which is owned by Google, has more than one billion users and
users watch billions of videos each day (YouTube, 2016). Compared to social media
platforms for connect community users everybody is allowed to share and see all videos. This
process is called social media sharing (Lueke, 2012). On virtual social worlds and virtual
game worlds will be not focused that much due to the point that it has no deeper more sense
for the following progress of this thesis
Kaplean and Haenlein’s (2010) media richness theory is categorizing social media in different
fields. Apart from that in the literature there are no ways in which social media can be
categorized. Only Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define social media in different stages as
shown in table one. One is the self-presentation or self-disclosure and social presence or
media richness, the two key elements of social media.
Table 1: Classification of social media (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010)

Self
presentation
High
Self
disclosure
Low

Social presence or media
richness - Low
Blogs

Medium

High

Social networking
sites (e.g. Facebook)

Virtual social worlds
(e.g. Second Life)

Collaborative project
(e.g. Wikipedia)

Connect communities
(e.g. YouTube)

Virtual game worlds
(e. g. World of
Warcraft)

2.5.2 Effect of digitalism on social media
Digitalism or digitality is defined as the situation or condition of living in a digital culture in
analogy with modernity or post-modernity (Bowen and Giannini, 2014). Digitalism has
become strong increased in the last years especially with the use of smartphones, third wave
information storage (with the help of search engines as Google) and communication through
weblogs and email (Bowen and Giannini, 2014). It can be pointed out that occurring risks are
virus or spams, which can hack into programs and computers (Bowen and Giannini, 2014).
Digitalism started with the invention of the first computers and developed later with the
World Wide Web. In the 21st century it came more up with the increasing number of
smartphones, including Internet and using it as communication (Lennhard, 2009). Digitalism
is therefore also replacing books, newspapers or dictionaries because people have access to all
this on their smartphone (Evans and Wurster, 2000). Also social media has a huge impact on
digitalism, because the number of people using it is still increasing. Due to the fast
development of the technology settings and trends of social media are changing very fast
(Lascu, 2016). Mostly and the hardest affected with social media are the millennial
generation, or in better words younger people doing it (Smith, 2015). According to Bowen
and Giannini (2014) people live sometimes in their “digital bubble”. With this expression is
meant that people are in their too focused in the reality world.
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2.5.3 Social media in connection to entrepreneurship and business
In today’s society and organization social media is that important and has such a strong
radiance. According to Kaplan and Haenlein (2015, p. 67) “some industry gurus claim that if
you do not participate in Facebook, YouTube and Second Life you are not part of cyberspace
anymore”. In general there is to say that social media allow firms to engage in timely and
direct end-consumer contact at relatively low cost and higher levels of efficiency than can be
achieved with more traditional communication tools (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2015). This
makes it therefore interesting for all kind of companies doesn’t matter if multinational or
small ones. According to Simon (2012), owning and having flexibility with social media
networking tools releases several benefits for business. Consumers don’t hesitate to share
everything and give a deep inside view in their everyday life (Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001).
Furthermore companies can research new trends from competitors or get inspirational ideas
by seeing learning tutorials (Conner, 2016).
In the field of entrepreneurship for small start-ups social media is helping you a lot to attract
new customers about product and services. With even one post on Facebook or Instagram an
entrepreneur can reach thousands of followers easily and cheaply instead of having expensive
advertisement in newspapers or TV, which is mostly not affordable (Conner, 2016). But it is
important that “before each post you think about who you are reaching and identify your
goal” (Conner, 2016, p. 2). The more chancels an entrepreneur uses the more people he can
normally reach (Conner, 2016). A lot of people even become famous or successful using
social media business vise (Schwabel, 2016). Once people realize that there is a demand in
what they are doing they think of starting their own business (Schwabel, 2016). Also the
interaction with fans is much more useful for entrepreneurs (Schwabel, 2016).

2.6 Analyses model
After giving a complete definition of the terms being used in this thesis and before coming to
the methodology in this part the process will be examined how to analyze the data.
After taking interviews with nine companies, which will be explained later, the analysis will
focus on selected parts based on the theoretical framework. At first in the interviews it will be
focused on following points:
-

Personal motivation
Characteristics
Use of social media platforms
Influence and importance of social media
Timeframe for starting business
Opportunity recognition
Starting the business without social media?
Success factors

In the analysis there will be the different answers in each category compared with each other
and related to the theoretical framework. Therefore new models and findings should be
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created that in the best case pattern can be found. The analyses is structured that it will
concentrate each time at one of this factors mentioned above.
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3. Research and Methodology
In this chapter research and methodology, there should be justified the choices of the methods
used in this thesis. It will be started with the research process, empirical data collection and
analysis. Furthermore company selection, validity and ethical considerations are explained.

3.1. Research Process
In the research approach there will be given a deeper understanding of how the researcher
got his literature and references. Furthermore it will be explained how he structured it and
made a decision to take literature and formulated the research question and purpose of this
thesis through it. The decision and explanation concerning the deduction approach and a
qualitative research will be given.
3.1.1 Literature- and case study
The information for the use in the theoretical framework the researcher found in books,
articles or even videos. Therefore the researcher mostly used the databases of “Web of
Science”, “Scopus” and the one from the online-library of Halmstad University. Especially
for the definition of social media and digitalism the researcher used lots of current articles due
to the point that social media was invented in the beginning of the 21st century. All this
information can be defined as secondary data because they already exist and can be found in
books or documents (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). After reading the first 25 articles about the
topics for the theoretical framework, which have a deeper importance for the thesis the
researcher gathered them and sort out all relevant articles. Overall the thesis has more than
200 references used to refer to the literature when explaining theoretical framework in
connection to the empirical data.
After researching the literature in the field of entrepreneurship, opportunity recognition and
self-employed companies the researcher started to get a good overview about this field. This
is really important when it later comes to collecting empirical data and understanding how
theory and reality data’s are connected with each other (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). With this
knowledge the analyses can be made much more easier.
After reading the literature the definition of the research question and the problem for this
thesis became clearer. The researcher realized that there is a gap in this field concerning social
media and the questions of how to become an entrepreneur through social media. According
to Yin (1994) it is very important to define the research question exactly and precisely and
then divide it up into sup-aims, which should be analyzed. The collection of empirical data
can produce new demands of further studies of new theories (Löwgren, 2003). The reason for
choosing the creation and discovering theory of Schumpeter (1934) and Krizner (1976) are
that they are the main theories when it comes to fundamental theories of entrepreneurship.
In the following the researcher structured questionnaire with the companies he wanted to
interview. Interviewing people from different self-employed companies can be seen as a case
study according to Yin (2009). The interviewed companies are located in different fields as
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photography, videos, music or travelling. These differences may strengthen important factors
(Yin, 1994).
3.1.2 Research Method: Qualitative research
In this thesis there will be taken a qualitative research method according Bryman and Bell
(2007). A qualitative research is chosen when situations will be described and new outcomes
developed and created (Guest and Namey, 2005; Bryman and Bell, 2007). Furthermore a
qualitative research gives a deeper understanding of underlining reasons, opinions and
motivations (Bryman and Bell, 2007). It is more concentrating on expressions and words
(Bryman and Bell, 2007). The reason for taking this approach is that the researcher will make
interviews and ask people regarding the research question, purpose and objectives of this
thesis.
The interviews can be executed more open and detailed compared to a survey. The
interviewed person has also the opportunity to clarify answers if there are misunderstandings
(Jacobsen, 2002). Therefore the qualitative research method is focusing on smaller numbers
of samples and not a huge survey as the quantitative research method is doing (Jacobsen,
2002).
A problem while using this qualitative research approach is that the conclusions can’t be
generalized because of the small amount of companies that have been interviewed. To proof
the outcome and the generalization a quantitative research method should have been taken.
The aim of this thesis was to explain and point out motivation factors and describe reasons
and the process why somebody decides to create his own venture through social media and
others not. The researcher is trying to point out how others use their knowledge and
experience effectively (Ospina, 2004). Therefore the qualitative research methods fits right
for the topic and problem of this thesis. It helps to gain a deeper knowledge and
understanding on the field of becoming an entrepreneur through social media (Auerbach and
Obstfeld, 2005). The quantitative research method would be too superficial and wouldn’t
consider detailed personal information about the entrepreneur itself.
3.1.3 Research Approach: Deductive
As seen in the literature there are three different research approaches as deductive, inductive
and adductive (Lewis and Thornhill, 2007). For this thesis the researcher choose to work
mainly with the deductive approach which mostly appearing in connection to the qualitative
research method (Jacobsen, 2002).
In the deductive approach at first the theoretical framework is defined with the help of the
theory and is the base for the empirical data to construct conclusion or outcomes and end up
in a final result (Lewis and Thornhill, 2007). The literature review shall give a wide overview
about the research field and topic to understand connections and central problem. According
to Bryman and Bell (2007) the deductive approach is changing from theory to the empirical
data. Therefore the analysis is using explained theories, methods and models from the
literature to explain the gathered information (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008). Concretely for the
thesis this means that the definition of entrepreneurship, the entrepreneur, opportunity
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recognition and social media give the reader a wider understanding about this field. With the
help of this knowledge the analysis of the empirical data can be made.
The inductive approach therefore is looking at the gathered empirical data and the results to
connect it with available theories. The study is not an induction research approach because
this approach is gathering results and trying to connect it with existing theory. The researcher
will not use the inductive approach. The deductive approach will give a wider understanding
about the creating process of entrepreneurs through social media. Therefore interesting
questions can be formulated and asked to the companies. The given theory can be connected
to the empirical data and a conclusion constructed (Jacobsen, 2002).
In the following the summarized methodology approach based on Bryman and Bell (2011) is
illustrated:

Research
question

Theoretical
framework

Data
collection

Analyzing
cases

Creating a
model

Final
concluison

Figure 2: Summarized methodology approach (own-construction based on Bryman and Bell,
2011)
3.1.4 Operationalization
Operationalization can be defined as “the process of converting concepts into their empirical
measurements or of quantifying variables for the purpose of measuring their occurrence,
strength and frequency” (Sarantakos, 1993). In other words: It puts the theoretical construct
into concepts, which is mostly the empirical data (Jonker and Pennink, 2010).
During the research it was already considered that the literature should be connected to the
questions, they will be asked to the selected companies to gather validate information.
Therefore each question is connected to the theory and some researchers from the literature.
The researcher was trying to connect each question with the theoretical framework. So it can
be said that the explained theory is preparing for each question to ask for. In the analysis the
empirical data from the question can be combined with the theory, which found a good base
for a detailed analysis.
The deposed table in the attachment is explaining the connection between the questions and
theoretical framework to get a better understanding for the reader.
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3.2 Empirical data
In the following there will be taken a deeper look through the gathering strategy of the
empirical data. Therefore the used methods of qualitative interviews will be examined. In the
following the background of the companies and the reason for choosing them will be
explained and methods for data analysis illustrated.
3.2.1 Qualitative interviews
The researcher decided to take interviews instead of a survey to get primary data. Primary
data is data, which is exclusively collected for the research problem of this thesis (Yin, 1994).
The reason for this is that with interviews the researcher mostly has more opportunities to
gather more personal information compared to a survey (Yin, 2003; Saunders et al., 2009).
Regarding the topic it is more important to find out about the person who creates the selfemployed company through social media.
Interviews are the mostly used methods for a qualitative research (Bryman and Bell, 2007).
An advantage on taking interviews is that the interviewer has the control and can react on the
interviewees’ answers (Bryman and Bell, 2007). This flexibility is not given when making a
survey. To get more information about the entrepreneur, his background and information this
method fits the most for this thesis. According to Bryman and Bell (2007) in qualitative
interviews and researches are also more concentrating on word and content of the interview
than numbers and statistics which should be find out.
The interviewed persons are informed about the purpose and background of this thesis
(Jacobsen, 2002) that he can already prepare his answers more detailed. In this thesis the
researcher will use an interview guide. This means that the questions the researcher want to
ask are already prepared before the interview has started (Jacobsen, 2002). Sometimes and
depending on the interview it switches to an semi-structured interview, which means that
open questions can asked according to some answers the interviewed person is giving. The
advantage here is that supplementary questions can be used to gather information more
detailed and let the interviewed person think about their given answers. Often the quality of
the answers is then increasing (Bell, 1995). In every interview the researcher asked the same
questions due to the point that it is easier to compare later in the analysis. The interviews were
taken with either a personal meeting or if this was not possible via phone or Skype call. The
questions haven been therefore recorded then.
The questions, which are mentioned above in 2.6 already, are no “yes” or “no” questions.
Instead most of them can be answered quite openly (Kylen, 2004). Each question is different
in the purpose and always connected to the overall research question. It was checked in the
beginning that there are no similarities between each question. Most of the interviews were
taken in German language because of the point that most interviewed companies are from
Germany. Therefore the questions were translated from English into German and the answers
back later into English.
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3.2.2 Company selection
For the collection of empirical data it was decided to take self-employed companies created
through social media in form of blogs, social networking channels or connect communities as
YouTube. The researcher decided to choose small self-employed companies instead of SMEenterprises to guarantee that the researcher get data from the founder and entrepreneur itself,
who is still owning and managing the company. As above mentioned when taking a SME it
could be that the owner only owns the company but is not involved in the everyday
management of the company (Brock and Evans, 1986; Holz-Eakin, 2000). Therefore it would
be much more harder to find the owner to get data. Due to the point that social media became
popular in the beginning of the 21st century all nine interviewed companies of this thesis are
not older than ten years (O’Relly, 2005).
The researcher was contacting twelve companies while eleven suggested arranging an
appointment for an interview. One company was not replying back to the mail of the
researcher and even a call was not bringing any success. For two of the eleven remaining
companies it came out that one already had their company for years before using social
media. This company used it more for reaching new customers and markets. For the other
company it came out that there the owner was not self-employed anymore. During the
interview it came out that de was only owning the company but somebody else was working
there everyday for him. In the field of social media it is generally not normal to have these
case but here it was like this. The researcher couldn’t use these company neither because it
doesn’t fit to the requirements for this thesis.
The chosen companies are operating in different sectors as fashion, photography, travelling
and music and have therefore different customer fields. It was the purpose to choose the
companies as different as possible and the most interesting ones in their field to make the
outcome as validate as possible (Yin, 1994). Two companies are doing business in the field of
photography, three are bloggers in the field of fashion, travelling and lifestyle; one is a
professional music band; one is creating video and image movies; one is a creative design
agency and one company is owning a travel app.
One thing all companies have in common is that they were created through social media. Each
company is self-employed. That means that the founder owns but also manages the company
in the daily everyday life. Due to the point that the selected companies are all self employed
and founded in the last years no company has more than three employees. This also means
that all selected companies are still in the foundation phase and starting now to grow. This is
important for this thesis due to the point that the topic is focusing on the creating part of a
new venture.
The first contact to the companies came because of either personal contacts or a detailed
research in the Internet. The companies were then contacted by e-mail or phone call. After
checking if they fulfill the criteria they were chosen.
Overall six companies are from Germany, while one is from the US, one from Sweden and
one from the Netherlands. Due to the point that the researcher is from Germany and knows
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the German market well, most contacts are from there. But it was also from interest for him to
take at least some companies from abroad to have a wider perspective and validate the
outcomes regarding the problem not only for one market (Yin, 1994). Therefore it can be
noticed that the conclusion and outcomes should focus more on the German market.
Summarized and based on the literature these are the criteria for company selection:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-employed company
Created through social media
Not more than three employees
Topics are focusing mostly on generation Y: travelling, fashion, photography or
musician
Companies not older than five years
Companies still in the growing process

Due to the point that the selected companies in this thesis will not be mentioned with their
original name to keep them anonymous, the companies will be named and presented in the
order of A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I. When presenting them in the following there is spoken
about “company A” for example. To keep it more simple in the following chapter the
companies will be mentioned only the letters as A, B or C.
In the following table there are summarized all the selected companies the researcher will
interview and get empirical data from. To give the reader a better understanding about the
companies they will be described in beginning of the chapter four “Empirical Data”.
Table 2: Information about the selected companies (own construction)
Company
Company A
Company B
Company C
Company E
Company D
Company F
Company G
Company H
Company I

Field
Musician
Photography
Creative design agency
Fashion, travel and lifestyle blogger
Photography and videos
Videos and image movies
Fashion, travel and lifestyle blogger
Fashion blogger
Travel app

Country
Germany
Germany
Sweden
Germany
Germany
Germany
Netherlands
Germany
USA

3.2.3 Data analysis
According to Yin (2003) a good data analysis is “examining, categorizing, tabulating, testing,
or otherwise recombining both quantitative and qualitative evidence to address the initial
propositions of a study” (Yin, 2003, p. 109). From the same importance is a detailed
description of the empirical data and a clear defined structure how the process will look like
(Hartley, 2004).
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For this thesis the empirical data of the mentioned companies will be detailed explained.
Therefore the transcribed interviews are written down and documented (Bell, 1995). This
helps later to structure the text and get a better overview (Miles, Huberman and Saldana,
2013). After the interviews the researcher is structuring and putting out the most important
information needed in the analysis, according to the main analyses points as: motivation,
background, opportunity recognition, success factors.
For a great data analysis it is important to structure the gathered data in different categories
(Yin, 2009). That makes it much easier to find a pattern in the analysis later for the researcher
(Jacobsen, 2002). Then the different empirical data’s will be compared with each other to find
differences (Miles, Huberman and Saldana, 2013). This is why conclusions can be made and
patterns or outcomes can be found. In the end final conclusions will be made out of the
analysis and patterns will be found.

3.3 Validly and reliability
Validity
The literature is dividing validity in internal and external factors (Huitt, Hummel and Kaeck,
1999). The internal validity is focusing on the researchers connection between research
question, theory and outcome. It should ensure that it is in one line and clearly understandable
for the reader.
External validity is more about the empirical data and their expressiveness for further
conclusion (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Therefore it should be also noticed that the interviews
were mostly requested in German and then by the researcher translated in English. Here it was
clearly taken care that misunderstandings or translations can be avoided. With the help of the
literature the researcher was preparing before each interview to ask the questions as clear and
precise as possible for the interviewing people to get valid answers (Saunders, 2009). The
theory was chosen concerning possible outcomes and answers with the interviewed people to
make sure they fit together.
Reliability
The main importance is that the gathered data’s are reliable and true (Jacobsen, 2002).
Weather the outcomes are reliable (Bryman and Bell, 2011) is depending on what the
interviewee person are answering and how honest they are. It could be also possible that they
misunderstand questions (Bryman and Bell, 2011). In total nine companies have been
interviewed. It can be said that this amount is one the hand enough to make conclusion,
results and compare with each other. On the other hand to generalize it from the few
interviewees is really hard. For this a quantitative study should be chosen. According to Stake
(1995) the main goal of this case study is the “particularization” instead of generalization. The
companies were chosen wise. The fact that some of them are personal contacts of the
researcher ensures that the trust for this data is more reliable.
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3.4 Ethical consideration
When interviewing the selected companies the researcher has to keep in mind the right of the
participations (Bryman and Bell, 2007). It was tried to formulate the questions for the
interview in that way to not offend the privacy of the participations. If the participant doesn’t
want to answer the researcher is also respecting this.
Before starting the interview the researcher friendly ask the participants if he is allowed to
take the interview with them and tell him briefly what it will be about. During the interview
everything is recorded. When the interview is done, the researcher wrote everything exactly
down and gave it to the respondents that they had the opportunity to change or discuss given
answer to ensure they give good validity answers. In the case they want to the researcher
changes them.
While the whole process of the interview the four factors of Diener and Crandall (1978) were
considered when interviewing: Deception, harm to interviewed persons, privacy and lack of
informed consent. In the whole thesis the persons are not mentioned by their personal name to
respect their privacy and personal rights due to the point that this thesis will be also published
in the university databank called Diva.
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4. Empirical Data
In the following there will be detailed examined the empirical data from the interviews with
the different companies gathered by the researchers. This chapter will only focus on the
interviews itself. Analyses will not be done in this chapter. Figures and tables help to support
some facts of the empirical data. In total there are nine companies, which have been
interviewed. To structure the empirical data the researcher divides into different subparts.
Firstly the nine companies will be presented in what they are doing, what their business is
about, and their activity on social media and who the owner is.

4.1 Presentation of the companies
Company A is a German photography company mainly focusing on weddings and portrait
photography. The owner, a 21-year-old German, started his business in the end of 2014. He
has customers all over Germany and got mostly known by them because of social media. Next
to his own website the owner is market his company on social media platforms as Facebook
and Instagram.
Company B is a German musician cover band founded in 2012 by two German students. They
are focusing on all kind of famous songs in the field of indie rock and pop from the previous
decades. Their target group is a wide range of customers. Most of the money they earn with
performances on birthday parties, events, bars or weddings. In addition to this they sell their
own CD’S. The two Germans musician entrepreneurs created in 2013 another brand focusing
on indie rock music. The melody and lyrics of all songs is written by the musicians itself.
They have a lot of performances on all kind of events. Their songs are regularly played in
some German radio channels. In addition to this they have their own CD’s they sell, a
YouTube chancel and a contract with a German musician agency.
Company C is a creative design agency specialized on big brand companies. The value chain
is made with consulting these brand companies regarding their performance on social media
platforms as Instagram. In addition to this they offer these companies and all kind of private
users the service to edit their pictures from travelling and special moments. With an own
invented program they change a normal picture into one with moving effects called
“cinemagraph” or “picture in motion”. Basically they create moving effects into some parts of
a picture. A German and a Croatian previous entrepreneurship student founded the company
in 2017. Till now they mostly use Instagram to get popular and attract new customers. So far
they have more than 11.000 followers after a few weeks but they are increasing very fast. In
addition to this they started now also a webpage.
Company D is a German and English blog from a German 24-year-old woman. She founded
the business in 2013. In her blog she is focusing on the one hand on looks as all kind of
fashion topics and likes, which are connected to topics as travelling, food, music, beautyproducts or festivals. In her blog she is posting about her experiences in life. She is earning
money because of contracts with big fashion and beauty brands she is posting for. Therefore
she uses next to her own blog Facebook and Instagram to share her information and reach
new customers. Nowadays she can live with the income she is earning with the blog.
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The owner of company E, a 29-year-old German, is a professional travel photograph, a
speaker and social influencer. He has written three books about photography and he is giving
German and English online-tutorials about his knowledge and experience about photography
from all over the world on YouTube. As a motivational speaker he is also inspiring people
about all topics of photography and giving photography workshops at special places as for
example the Lofoten in Norway. In the area of social media he is a specialist and owns the
biggest YouTube photography chancel according to followers in whole Germany. Overall
with YouTube, Facebook and Instagram accounts he has more than 450.000 followers. As a
social influencer he is working together with companies as Sony, Samsung or Microsoft. Now
he even has his own documentaries in German TV. E was officially founded in 2013. Due to
the point that the business increased fast in the last two years E has now three employed
workers supporting the owner.
Company F, founded in 2014, is focusing on movies, which are producing emotions to the
viewers and telling a story. Therefore the company focuses on all kind of movies. Some are
for advertisements; events, cinemas, weddings, products and some are an image movie. A
German 25-year-old girl and her Spanish 28 year old boyfriend own the company. Important
is that every movie is telling its own story to create a desire. They have their office in
Germany and most of their customers are from the German market but since the last year they
are strongly growing in other markets. They use the platforms of Facebook, Instagram, and
YouTube and have their own webpage.
Company G is a blog focusing on fashion, travelling and lifestyle. The owner has the own
Instagram account with more than 36.000 followers, an own website and a Facebook page.
The followers and readers are located all over the world and the blog is increasing very fast
the last months. The owner is a 24-year-old girl from the Netherlands.
Company H is German fashion and lifestyle blogger. He is mostly active on Instagram and
has his own blog. Overall the 25-year-old German as more than 37.000 followers and lot of
contracts with bigger brands as Calvin Klein or Hilfiger. Since a few months H has customers
all around the world in cities like Mailand, Paris or New York.
Company I is a travel-app and a media company focusing on travellers. They provide
travellers with content of travels and help them to plan their next trip for destinations all over
the world. The company is located in the Silicon Valley in the US and owned by a German
25-year-old girl and a 26-year-old American. In addition to that they have their own app for
smartphones and a website. The company was founded one year ago in July 2016. Due to the
point that it I is not even one year old, the structures are still in the beginning. But till now the
business seems to be a huge success. I is present on social media platforms as Instagram and
Facebook and have till now more than 30.000 followers. The company is strongly growing as
there is a huge market of young people who loves to travel. The self-employed entrepreneurs
are able to finance their live and live from this app.
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4.2 Presentation of the empirical data
In the following the empirical data form the interviews from each company will be presented
and illustrated.
Company A (Interview from 10.04.2017)
A started in the beginning to post pictures on Facebook to reach customers and spread
information to the followers. After a while the owner started to create an own website and an
account on Instagram. Then he started to post in regular timeframe results of his first
shootings. A created his own business three years after starting it as a hobby and posting his
first shots and ideas of shootings on social media platforms. Due to the point that people liked
what he was doing, followers and demand increased and people contacted him more often he
got more self-confident and decided to create his own venture. A got influenced firstly by
seeing what others are doing good. He was following lot of photography pages on Facebook
and several blogs. These ideas of famous photographers inspired him. With some YouTube
tutorials he learned a lot of skills and how to deal with it. Social media helped to reach a lot of
people and informing them about their work, which are normally not possible to reach. It is a
cheap opportunity instead of taking other advertisements as TV or newspapers. Also he felt
the big support of people following and contacting me for offers to shot them. When he was
looking for models for free shooting to use the pictures for new advertising he used social
media platforms as Facebook or Instagram to find them and get in contact.
According to the owner he thinks he is in some ways with his style of photography better than
others. He doesn’t think that he discovered something new due to the point that there are
already so many weddings and portrait photographs worldwide. He saw the opportunity to
meet interesting people and make new experiences while offering photography shootings
specialized on weddings and portraits. Furthermore A saw the opportunity to make profit in
form of money with his photography skills. He believed in the positive feedback of people
liking his business and following him on social media.
A saw the personal motivation to start in being self confident with his skills, getting a positive
feedback from the people and noticing that there is a big demand of people liking what he is
doing. In addition he doesn’t wanted to work illegal or for free. Regarding to the German law
people have to announce if they earn more than a certain amount of money. Due to the point
that the demand of people was so high and he got offers from a lot of customers he decided to
start his own company and registered officially. Self-actualization was as well a big
motivation to start. He wanted to do what he likes: Taking pictures, meeting people on
interesting location and learn a lot. Getting recognition from other people having the business.
For A passion, motivation, visions are important business skills to become an entrepreneur.
Personally he thinks that talent and passion is not everything. Also business skills and
knowledge in finance, marketing and organizing things are very important and helped him
personally a lot. Discipline in the everyday life, organization, a clear mindset and structure are
as well important. Trying out things, even if people fail is very important as well. When you
want to start a company in the creative area it is also important to apply for it. Then you can
get more money later for customer offers.
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Company B (Interview from 10.04.2017)
B also used the platform Facebook in the beginning, because it was for free and offered the
biggest opportunity to reach a lot of people. The first posts have been own-recorded music
songs by the both owners. The songs were written on their own. Later they started the first
YouTube channel where they posted in regular times music videos from their first
performances. In addition to this they created after one and a half years an own website and
blog. B started the company in form of a band one and a half years after the first posts on
social media. According to them there was the notice of a big demand of customers who liked
their music and asked if they would like to perform on birthdays, weddings or sport events. So
the owners saw the possibility to earn money with it. Furthermore it is more professional for
future performances if they would have their own created and officially applied band. Then B
realized that there is a huge demand of people following on Facebook and YouTube liking the
music videos. The big advantage according to them is that is it also for free. People could
follow who are normally not in personal contact with the musicians. People can get access to
the links for downloading the songs on social media. The contact to the radio was also made
with social media.
B therefore as a music band noticed after a while posting some music videos on Facebook and
the own YouTube channel that the demand of people liking their music and supporting them
is really high. Other reasons have been the strong increase of Facebook follower. In some
kind of ways B thinks they are better than others, because there are less party cover bands in
the region the both musician entrepreneurs are living. The customer entertainment of the
existing covers bands is not that good according to them. They argue that they did not
discover something new. The opportunity in combining hobby and passion together and
become self-employed to be more professional was also a big reason to start. With the official
registration being a company the public perception increased become more serious. Therefore
the chances to make more money are higher in the music sector.
B’s motivation was to offer some nice cover music for all kid of people at parties and
festivals. They wanted to entertain people with some new good cover music and with its own
written songs. Main motivation to start was the passion through music they had since their
whole life. Self-actualization was also a big part saying they are proud to have their own
registered band, their songs are played in radio and they have their CDs and logo. Another
motivation was to earn money with own music. B sees a clear structured mind and
organization as well important. In addition to this self-confidence, believing in him, visions
and dreams are important. You have to be a visionary when you want to start something.
Personally for company B creativity is very important especially for musician when you want
to write new songs and think of a new melody. A good networking is also important when
looking for new performance or someone who promote the company. It helped them a lot
when they were looking for a label contract and got it because of contacts.
B is also positive optimistic that he would have started his music band. “But it would have
taken way more time answered he.” (Person B, personal communication from the 10thApril,
2017). The reasons for this are that with social media people got reached much faster and so
they could spread their songs in the beginning to a big group of people. This helped him to get
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the chance to play in the radio. Without social media they would have used more mouth-tomouth publicity and the demand of customers would be mainly in the local region. In general
it helped a lot and has a lot of advantages. B has therefore the opinion that networking is an
important success factor. This gave them the opportunity to get in contact with lots of people.
Here social media should definitely be used to get these people. This is a good opportunity to
market the products when on tour. For them future options could be also the use of Instagram.
Even on social media platforms followers or supports have the opportunity to see
performances live. Passion and mood is very important for future success. That also gives you
self-confidence. Being a self employed company you can take different prices. People can
recognize you more seriously.
Company C (Interview from 16.04.2017)
C started on Instagram due to the point that the video looping is the perfect social media
platform for this. For the owners additionally Instagram was the right medium because this
platform is made for sharing pictures or in this case looping videos. Additionally it is still
growing and mostly targeting young people. In the following a few times a week pictures
were posted. C got already after the first weeks offers from potential customer. C is also
arguing that the account on Instagram was created with the intention to create value revenues.
For C social media is the core of the business. Without social media it would definitely not
exists. The influence of social media is therefore huge. C is not sure if they would have done
it due to the point that it is way harder to reach people in the beginning According to him the
work time would be triple as much” (Person C, personal communication from the 18thApril,
2017). A reason for this could be that there are so many websites lacking and it could be
possible even for them according to the motto: “From user experience to captive content”
(Person C, personal communication from the 18thApril, 2017).
C saw a lack of cinema graphs on Instagram and for growth hacking for bigger brands. This
company discovered something new; as it is a unique combination they provide their
customers. Nevertheless the product they offer is looping videos like editing pictures with
moving effects. They discovered something new in form of an advantage. One of the partners
studied the Instagram algorithm and has therefore a huge advantage. He knows exactly what
and when to do to get the most followers and therefore more customers. This will bring them
a lot advantages for the future when it comes to customer attraction and getting more
popularity.
C’s motivation to start was more about fun and having their own project, as both are studied
entrepreneurs the factor of self-actualization in the foreground. Doing something, which they
like and makes them happy came additionally to it. The motivation was to do something in
the field of social media and creativity. The motivation to start was to work with something
they like and afford them to live from it. For C it is important that these people are willing to
take risks. They argue it with loco’ness (another word for craziness) and moving out of the
comfort zone of having a safe job. Perseverance is another important factor to survive the
hard times and be still steady. It is also important to have fun in what you are doing and your
passion is. According to C a sensitive feeling for the right partner is also very important. C
believes in doing differently than everybody else. To think out of the box helps a lot when
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you want to create something new. Also a positive mindset is here important. Even when
there are failures it is important to still go on and don’t let to turn you down. According to C it
is also important to believe in yourself and still go on with what you are doing. Even if
somebody is saying you are crazy or stupid. Most of the people are too afraid to stat
something. They give the advice to find people who inspire themselves.
Company D (Interview from 17.04.2017)
D started posting videos and pictures about fashion mainly on Facebook and Instagram as her
hobby. Later she changed it from the originally private account to a blog account. After a
while the own weblog was created and every post on Facebook and Instagram was connected
and linked through her blog. For D it was important to have also a 360-degree view to post
the same information on the same time and offer her followers a consistent content. D started
its own business two years after the first posts and activities on social media sides. After a
while having the blogging websites and increased followers the owner realized that it went
good and applied her own business. The increasing demand of followers gave her the idea that
she can apply her own business and get a revenue stream with the her post as big famous
blogs are doing. This gave her the final decision to start so.
Without social media it would be not possible to do blogging. Normally a lot of people are
starting with social media platform as Facebook and Instagram and after this they create their
own blog. The influence of social media is huge also to spread the address of the blog.
Potential followers can be reached more easily. Nowadays it is for her the same with
Instagram and Facebook. For marketing and the reach of new people they are the core for the
business. If blogging doesn’t count under social media she would have started but it would
have taken much longer time. D didn’t discover something new either because there are
already lots of fashion blogs in the web. The already existing ones inspired the owner. She
saw the opportunity to design and create her own blog with its own style.
D was motivated to create and start her own blog. All the successful bloggers inspired her
with this. There was always this fascination about the people spreading their ideas and
thoughts. Another motivation was to “have a vote and show others: hey here I am and people
should recognize my style and me” (Person D, personal communication from the 17thApril,
2017). “I also wanted to be somebody who gets money and product, travel discounts because
of posting about fashion, travelling on the own blogs. Doing something, which makes me
happy, was my motivation” (Person D, personal communication from the 17thApril, 2017). D
therefore believes in a steadiness, defines it as a strong will. “If you have an idea it is very
important to not give up and go on. Perseverance is the word for this” (Person D, personal
communication from the 17thApril, 2017). Passionate is very important as well as you do what
you love. Furthermore she personally points out to be creative in what she is doing and have a
good understanding and knowledge in what you want to work for (for her fashion). A
sensitive feeling for the right time and to react on time and changes is also important. D sees
design for blogging as very important. A good structure should be there that the reader can
follow it. For blogging it is important that the beginning is clear. The users have to get the
feeling that you as a blogger act sympathy. Therefore it is important to plan always the posts
for the following week. Stamina and perseverance is important. Although the beginning is
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hard it is often a hard development from the idea to a successful business. D advices to go
with the trend and cooperate and network with other people. People should take care not
being too proud and overestimate themselves.
Company E (Interview from 18.04.2017)
E therefore started posting video tutorials about photography on YouTube and has his own
account there. After a while he also used Facebook to reach a wider range of people and
started additionally to write blogs on his own website. In the last four years Instagram was
used. Overall YouTube was the most important of all social media platforms for starting to
post information’s. In the case of E the owner had already some small commercial activities
in form of radio and photography. He earned some money with it but it was nothing serious
due to the point that the income of it differed a lot and was noting he could seriously live
from. Seven years after posting his first YouTube tutorials for potential and amateur
photographs he started his own business as a self-employed company. The reason for it was
that the owner felt it was the right time to start the business seriously. He noticed that the
contact of the people and the demand of offers is that huge that it makes sense to quiet the job
and invest all his time and energy in an own created venture. Therefore he thought that it is
definitely possible to live only with his new photography business. Previous experiences
helped him with the decision to start a lot.
For E the importance of social media is huge as well. He calls it a “huge advantage” (Person
E, personal communication from the 18thApril, 2017) for communication and market reasons.
According to him it is hard to say how it should have been without it. He thinks that he
probably has started his own business even without it but it would be different concerning
communication and marketing. YouTube played a very important role for E to become more
popular. There he shared his video tutorials for photography. Today after implementing the
business the use of it is still very important for him. E is sure that he would have started,
especially thinking of a photo business even without social media. He agrees that social media
is making a lot of things easier but in the end it is not everything as E had always to the dream
to start something. His previous knowledge helped him there. When being employed at a big
company it gives people only the chance to big as big as they have the opportunity to do so. If
people become an entrepreneur and are self-employed they have all possibilities and can
define their own aims. “Only this is satisfying me” (Person E, personal communication from
the 18thApril, 2017).
E saw the huge demand of people liking his video tutorials about all kind of photography and
social media. He had already some commercial activities before and thought of starting an
own business to live completely with it. For him it was a long progress and it helped him a lot
that he had already his YouTube channel a long time ago. In addition come his Facebook
page and also his blogs. According to him he definitely offered something new in form of his
YouTube photo tutorials, which hasn’t been done before. He is not doing only one thing as
photography but has also books, calendars and is offering workshops. But in some things he is
also better than the competitors. It can be defined as a mix of both. Being the own boss,
independency and managing the own time and deciding what projects to work on. According
to E passion, perseverance, stamina and discipline is also important. Overall E points out that
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you have to love what you do. Otherwise entrepreneurs will loose the joy in what they are
doing. Only working for money is not the right approach and people are giving up after a time
except money is the only motivation. But there he thinks even this is not the right approach. E
is arguing that discipline, stamina, passion are main success factors and not only because it is
hip or trendy to be self-employed. Furthermore trying out new things on the market should
also help them a lot. As an entrepreneur things must be tried out and sometimes it’s good to
fail. Then new things can be learned. Therefore perseverance and passion are main factors to
succeed. A good knowledge about the trend is therefore also important and should be
continued. This is especially for photography very important. According to him another
advice is to be good in not only just one thing rather than more things. “You have to be good
in a lot of things and you have to be able to learn and gaining more knowledge every day.
Regularly movement and change is a core for a successful future business” (Person E,
personal communication from the 18thApril, 2017).
Company F (Interview from 16.04.2017)
F used social media in form of Facebook to post first pictures of their work. Facebook here is
the best platform according to them when it comes to reaching people and sharing
information. The owners of F had the dream to do something or the vision to start the own
business in the field of online media and print to finance their live with it. They tried some
things and finally end up in specializing in all kind of movies to transport certain kind of
feelings and emotions. The business started two years after posting the first drafts and movies
on Facebook.
For F social media is and was a big chance to publish information and projects. It increases
the popularity of their name and company. They also mention the point that it is for free and
availed for everybody. But the work and the time investment can be a lot and got
underestimated by them. They wanted to have an extra income next to studies. Also they saw
the opportunity with their business to gain more experience and knowledge. According to the
point that they offer something for a cheaper price they are doing better than other ones. F had
always the dream to work freely and independent for the own goals. This was the main
motivation. Calculating the own time and having an independent income depending on the
work was the core getting self-employed.
F has the opinion they would have started the business either way. But for them social media
made a lot of things easier with starting and becoming an entrepreneur. It would have been a
harder way to do it without having the possibility of social media. But their passion in movies
and helped them a lot to go on. According to F they always believed in themselves and in
starting something big. Social media can be seen here as the important factor that it went that
fast. Otherwise it would have taken a longer time to establish the business. F argues that
stamina, perseverance, ambition, no fear to make decisions; persistence and risk taking are the
most important characteristics for being an entrepreneur. Customer satisfaction is for her one
of the key success factors for implementing the business. Satisfied customers spread all the
news everywhere. As all the others said it is also important that the person is good with it was
he or she is doing. Good plan and visions are as well very important and self-actualization
counts as well.
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Company G (Interview from 23.04.2017)
G started on Instagram with posting pictures around two years ago. According to her she
founded after this her own blog and website. More than one year later she started using
Facebook. Her most activity is posting pictures about travelling, fashion and lifestyle. G
registered officially her business one month before doing the interview. This means in total it
has been two years after the first posts on social media platforms. The reasons was that her
blog went quiet seriously in form of more followers and private persons as well as big brands
are contacting her. Another reason was that according to her “that she got a lot of time during
her master program in Entrepreneurship where she could work a lot on it.” (Person G,
personal communication from the 23rdApril, 2017). The future plan is to live with it. G is sure
that without social media she would have started her business either way. In this point it
would be according to her something related to fashion, as it was always her dream to have
her own fashion brand. G is arguing that in nowadays times and society it would be so hard
without Internet to start a business, because they would need it to reach customers and sell
online. G is mentioning that the way of implementing the business would be different and
harder without having social media platforms. To reach people she should have chosen
different channels marketing channels.
For G the influence and importance of social media is huge as they define it as her everything
“So without it I wouldn’t have started you business” (Person G, personal communication from
the 23rdApril, 2017). Bloggers need social media otherwise it is not possible. G wanted to
have her own blog and saw there the opportunity to just do it. She saw all this famous blogger
and thought that she can do this as well. Her background and knowledge in marketing media
helped her to create the own business. According to her she has the knowledge from her
Bachelor, which helps and gives an advantage compared to other bloggers. With now
spending full time on the blog she thinks she can do better than the rest. Another thing, which
makes her in some kind of things better than other, is according to her the sympathy bonus
and being not fake. Messages from supporters give her the feeling and support her in what she
is doing. G takes her motivation by creating her own job and working on something where
she is interested in. Doing something, which is in the field of her studies online marketing and
now entrepreneurship, was her dream. Furthermore independence, being freedom and selfemployed drove her forward and gave her the motivation to start. G sees being positive as an
important factor for starting an own business. Although you can failure and struggle a lot of
times according to her it is important to believe in yourself. From her experience with a
positive mindset is always easier to go on with. More important characteristics are passionate
and being driven. In lots of daily situations the entrepreneur needs a strong character and get
deals done. If you are just too nice to succeed in the daily business will be hard.
G has the opinion that for the use of social media it is important to focus more on quality
instead of quantity. Posting bad quality can have a negative impact on the whole performance
on social media. For having a good quality blog a lot of research is also needed. G personally
spends hours on YouTube gaining knowledge about blogging. Being authentic is also
important if you want to become a professional blogger who has a lot of followers. Users will
recognize this. To learn this and have the will for it lots of discipline is needed.
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Company H (Interview from 25.04.2017)
H decided to start posting pictures on Instagram about four years ago. Later there came also
the own website through it. In the last years he did it a bit more professional and was more
focusing on the outfits, the message, the perspective of the pictures and the time of posting it.
The amount of a picture per week increased with the time. In the current year I got way more
serious and post have to be planned. H is started to create his own company fours years after
the first posting of pictures. Reason for this have been that H realized it is becoming more
serious the business and going good as well, which means that the follower are increasing and
brands are contacting him. Another reason for starting to be self-employed was that the time
next to a fulltime job was to less work on the blogging. Taking not seriously was not possible
anymore. According to H social media is everything in the field of blogging. Without it, it
would not be possible to be a blogger social media is responsible for his brand promotion and
product placement. His job wouldn’t exist. Therefore H’s resume is that he wouldn’t have
started an own business if there would be no social media.
H defines the importance of social media for his business as very strong for reaching new
customers. Also he is using it to get inspirations from other bloggers to see what they are
doing and what new trends are. H realized that there are lots of people blogging and being
successful. The opportunity to start was his thinking: “ If others are doing this, I can also be
successful. Lets start and see where this is going to” (Person H, personal communication from
the 25thApril, 2017). When looking at his business according to him he is better in some
things than others when it comes to the style of his pictures, the quality, outfit and the
perspective the pictures are taken.
H took the main motivation to start the business because of time. This means that he quiets his
fulltime job to have more energy and time investing in his blog and being completely self employed with this. Mostly people are underestimating these things of posting pictures and
prepare information with it. He wanted to concentrate only on blogging. He took it as a main
decision to do so. Another reason or motivation was that he wanted to do what he liked and
being the own boss, earning the money with what he likes. Self-discipline, visions for the
future are the first thoughts for H. Business skills are always needed when it comes to
creating the business. For bloggers creativity and a sense for fashion is important. In general
for all entrepreneurs he is arguing that entrepreneurs have always to move on and be willing
to develop themselves and gain more knowledge. An entrepreneur has to be good in a lot of
things not only his passion or hobby. Making a business plan, marketing skills and a clear
structure belongs also to this. Due to the point that entrepreneurs are working a lot in the
beginning it is important to have a lot of discipline and ambition. H is always trying to gain
more knowledge. It is important to see what the trends are for the market. Trying to see some
opportunities, which are differing from others. For H as a blogger creativity is an important
factor to differentiate from others. Being authentic as a blogger is also really important to
market yourself as good as possible. Another advice for potential entrepreneurs might be that
people have to be clear where they want to invest their time and money in and if this project is
really worth for them. This is like a general decision according to him. People can also have
their safe job and be happy with it. H asked this question to himself and got clear that this was
what he wanted to do and take the kind of risk.
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Company I (Interview from 26.04.2017)
For I the start was documenting on Facebook and Instagram documenting what they were
doing, which was most of the time travelling. Then they saw the opportunities to add friends
that have the same interested as them. They still posted travel pictures and so got a lot of
followers of people who loves to travel and are open minded. They started posting in 2015
while travelling in South America. It was most only pictures of nice places they have been to.
I did a trip together to South America for travelling together till they realized that they have a
there are big opportunities in starting a business as they kind of understand the customers who
have the same mindset. They started the business of the travel app one year after posting first
information on social media. As getting more followers of people who are also interested in
travelling gave them the idea to use these platform for something effective when being
connected with a big community of people with the same mindset without knowing the people
personally. There was this realization of only providing these connected people who only
need a valuable use connected with travelling. This gave the owners the idea to create
something where is a big need.
I build the whole background for his app on social media. The technology helps that the
travellers can get in touch with each other and with I. The whole idea was only possible and
exists because of social media platforms as Facebook, Facebook Messenger and Instagram.
So easy posting of information and pictures from everywhere in the world helped them a lot
to reach customers and us growing. We designed this idea through it. I was seeing the
opportunity to offer something where there is a big need of people doing this. According to
them they are better in a sense as they created something, which haven’t been there before in
that way. There are travel apps but all in a different way and offering young people advices
about their next travel destination. The followers of I feel like in a real community with a
good vibe. So therefore the main opportunity to start was not only because of money.
I is motivated by passion in what they love to do. They define freedom and flexibility as the
main motivations to start. Having all decisions on his own is by them an important. “To
decide where I want to live, how much money I will earn, the time management and for what
I want to work is motivating me so much to go forward” (Person I, personal communication
from the 26thApril, 2017). Doing what they love doing to put the full potential in something.
From there they generate a lot of power and self-confidence. Furthermore the need of
providing people who have the same mindset something valuable was also a big motivation.
Main motivation was therefore not earning a lot of money.
For I it is different. He was raised up in Columbia and there was no Internet at all. According
to him entrepreneurship can be also practical and old school without having social media. I is
defining it as a customer acquisition channel and a service for you to make money. For I it
doesn’t matter what the business is as log there is a revenue stream and money can be made it
is possible. He uses the phrase of “knocking on doors to sell chocolate” for getting money and
entrepreneurship (Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017). So overall
they would have started also a business without having social media
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I mentions a lot of important characteristics for their business, and which helped them. An
entrepreneur “should always have the characteristics to solve problems and find a solution”
(Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017). Self-belief and visionary is
important for them to succeed against competitors. A strong focus in what you are good in. “If
you are not even good at one thing why spending time on this then” (Person I, personal
communication from the 26thApril, 2017). They bring the example of working everyday on a
technology app but having now background skills how to do it. Persistence helps to follow
your dream be steady and don’t give up. So I is here seeing more the personal skills are
important for becoming an entrepreneur instead of having a high education as an MBA. Other
characteristics are being restless and the never-ending passion like the example of waking up:
“Hey I am rocking the day. I go for it” (Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril,
2017). Overall they mention that there is not that one characteristic that you have to have.
Entrepreneurs need self-awareness to know what they are good at and not what others are
doing. At least the characteristic of inspiring people in what you are good at. I listens a lot of
factors for the success. Entrepreneurs have to be always able to learn new things. This helped
them a lot in improving themselves and solving problems. “Being grateful while seeing the
momentum “ (Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017) is very important.
Lot of people are focusing on the wrong things and therefore loose momentum with this. This
is according to them a big mistake by most entrepreneurs. For a lot of people they even can
get a burnout. Therefore it is so important to find out what matters and what even not.
Building what others wants is that what also matters. For I it is getting customers and create a
products for others. Entrepreneurs should know what their customers want and therefore react
right. The positive mindset and attitude is for everything important and to overcome hard
times. A of self-confidence I also needed. It is also wrong to copy success factors from other
entrepreneurs one to one without even looking what you are good at.
Every entrepreneur who wants to be successful needs useful contacts and a great team. The
decisions for the right business can be here so important and successful. Entrepreneurs should
always aim for the best here. To convince people for your team a great story telling is needed
and the inspiration for other people. Inspiration for new teammates, investors, or new
customers is so important. “Be the most helpful person and don’t think everybody around you
is smarter” (Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017). The attitude of an
open mindset, creating a community will help to open new doors and getting in touch with a
lot of people. Social media is therefore also important to widen the networking and get new
customers. For entrepreneurs should connect with other entrepreneurs being at locations
where innovate things are going on and always new opportunities are opening. Entrepreneurs
should be disrespectful with the system to think out of the box. Not everything learned in
school is helping. I is defining it as “Being humble and disrespectful at the same time”
(Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017). It is as well important be
supported and hang out always with the best people. Only this makes people better as an
entrepreneur and gives you the most opportunities. “If you do this for ten years you are
unstoppable. And as we are entrepreneurs our time is limited and we don’t want to waste it”
(Person I, personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017).
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5. Analysis
After presenting all the empirical data in the following analysis chapter these data will be
connected with the theoretical background to get information’s. Therefore each of the parts
will be firstly analyzed and it will be tried to find an outcome for each part. In a reflection
these outcomes will be will valuated. In the following the analysis will be divided into the
important subparts regarding the research question of this thesis. The subparts have been
already mentioned in the analysis model in 2.6:
-

Personal motivation
Characteristics
Use of social media platforms
Influence and importance of social media
Timeframe for starting business
Opportunity recognition
Starting the business without social media?
Success factors

5.1 Analysis of the selected factors
Personal motivation
Analyzing the motivation of the entrepreneur says a lot for the reason he decided becoming
self-employed, leaving his job and beginning a live in uncertainty while having a business
through social media. In the following pages motivation factors will be pointed out and
analyzed with the help of the theoretical background.
Analyzing all the given answers by the interviewed companies it should be noted that selfactualization is mentioned eight out of nine times. Therefore self-actualization is the biggest
motivation for the companies to start a business. This is the highest level in Maslow’s
hierarchy a human can achieve (Maslow, 1943). The interviewed persons are defining the
term self-actualization a bit different. For B it was always the dream of having an own
musician business in from of a band, while C wanted to start a business because of the
personal study in the field of entrepreneurship. G or D as bloggers have been proud to have
their own blog and see self-actualization in making stories of their lives available for
everybody. The owners of F had the dream of being self-employed since they have been 14.
For them it was always a life goal to achieve. A and E found their self-actualization in
creating a photography business. These entrepreneurs are fully and find a meaning in live,
which satisfy them (Prevost, 2016).
According to the answers of the interviewed persons self-actualization is connected to selfrecognition and self-confidence of being their own boss. The answers attest Yishaki and
Krops (2015) approach that all these motivations are connected with each other. A can be seen
as a good example for this. He likes to have recognition from other people for what he is
doing according to Shan, Locke and Collins (2003). But it is on the one hand the need to be
recognized which makes them proud but on the other also pushes him to go on. D is also
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taking a big motivation by this when her blog gets recognized and liked by other people.
Most companies also mention passion, which gives them the energy to go on (Baum et al.,
2001). B defines starting his business as “Living the dream” (Person B, personal
communication from the 10thApril, 2017). Carsund and Brännback (2009) are right here that
makes them happy and drives them forward. G and H are doing this going forward and follow
straight what makes them happy (Bierly, Kessler and Christensen, 2000).
One reason for this might be that the entrepreneurs with social media are more motivated to
do it because of passion, self-actualization and self-recognition (Yitshaki and Krop, 2015).
Furthermore it is more that the self-employed persons seek to love with their business and
being free and independent instead of only super rich and financial saved. This fits with the
outcomes above that money is not the biggest motivation. E or F for example took all the
motivation to be their own boss.
Tax benefits according to Alänge, Mitttinen and Scheinberg (1988) are motivation factors by
A, B and G. In countries as Germany you have to apply for commercial or self-employment if
you earn more than a certain amount of money (Köber, 2015). This is interesting and
especially for the field of social media users when offers can come fast and the growth
quickly new. Another interesting fact is that also that all interviewed entrepreneurs are all
between 30 and 20. This means they belong to the generation Y and are grown up in the time
of digitalism (Lennhard, 2009). Due to the point that they got used to this most entrepreneurs
starting their business through social media are under 30. For this thesis it was not on purpose
to choose people at a certain age. But this is also a clear sign for this. Some even had better
payments before as E, D or G worked for a company where they for at least the same. But
they wanted to develop and be free. Again this is showing that there are more motivation
factors driving the entrepreneur. Looking at the text the word independence is very often
mentioned in the answers when it was asked for motivation. Company G, F, D, E and I are all
mention this term.
For E the motivation was also to escape from the pervious job. When the possibilities are too
small to develop personally in a company the next step according to E should be starting the
own company. He is sick of following blindly other managers in an organization (Shan, Lock
and Collins, 2003) and has this feeling of independence (Hornaday and Aboud, 1973). E and
F for example had this independence feeling since they have been younger. Here it is also
differing from the background of the entrepreneur. Some haven’t been working at a cooperate
company at all (I), some have been students before and then they directly started their own
business (A, B or C). Some still have a job and were quitting it because they made a conscious
decision to work on their own. D is still having a job next to it as working as a free journalist.
G quiets his previous job on the other hand because of less timing and he wanted to be selfemployed. This is then also seen with the motivation of self-actualization. He left according to
Shanri, Locke and Collins (2003) to develop personally.
It is a bit wondering that only a few of the self-employed companies are seeing materialistic
things mostly in form of money as a motivation. It seems that money is a good advantage and
an extra motivation to start but nobody of the interviewed companies is only motivated
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because of money or becoming rich as Älänge, Mettin and Schneinberg (1988) are defining it.
Companies as A, B, D, E or I mention the importance of money for their business in and the
satisfaction to live from it. Some companies are not even mentioning it at all as for example F
or E. I and E are both pointing out that money can’t be the main motivation for entrepreneurs.
“If you only do it only to earn money after a while you will loose the joy.” (Person E,
personal communication from the 26thApril, 2017). It is more that the motivation of all
interviewed companies is focused on freedom, flexibility and having the opportunity to decide
how much money they can earn with their action of business (Meadows, 2016). This can be
seen more as an approach that the interviewed companies are more aiming to live with their
business, which includes earning at least enough money to finance their lives to be satisfied.
The main motivation focus of the interviewed companies is definitely here on freedom,
flexibility or self-actualization. Here the entrepreneur and his personal needs are standing in
the foreground. According to the interviews of the answers this can be seen as a trend of all
start up companies in the field of social media. It can be also connected to the fact that the age
of the interviewed companies are all under 30. In this generation Y (Smith, 2015) people tend
to be individuals and trying to realize their dreams. It can be proven according to Smith
(2015) that this is right here.
Summarized according to the interviewed persons in the following these are the most
mentioned characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self actualization
Self-recognition
Passion
Freedom
Escape from previous job
Tax benefits

The only motivations that have been missing in the answers but mentioned in the theory are
family reasons according to Ghannad (2013). Nobody of the interviewed entrepreneurs
answered that he took motivation because the family had already an own business. In the field
of social media everybody could start a business. There is no influence in this area because it
only exists since only more than ten years. It is not wondering that nobody is mentioning this.
If family members have a car business or a restaurant the influence would be stronger. At
least nobody of the interviewed companies is noticing that the families have an own business
Characteristics
Strongly connected to the motivation of the entrepreneur are also the characteristics analyzed
as follows. Characteristics are saying a lot about the entrepreneur and his personality and
help to understand the actions he is doing and the motivation drives him forward. Therefore it
was decided to interview the self-employed persons regarding characteristics. The outcome of
this characteristic analysis should deepen the understanding of the reader for the
entrepreneur and his acting.
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Mostly all answers of the selected companies are passionate when it comes to the questions of
important characteristics. The in the theory defined approach of Resnick (2014) and Joseph
(2017) can be conducted to all answers of the selected companies regarding this questions.
Obviously an entrepreneur has struggle if he is not supporting what he is doing as I is arguing
(Joseph, 2017). A, B, D, E, F or H are working plenty of hours a week to fulfill his dreams
and work as a self-employed person.
Creativity is a very important characteristic, which is affecting all interviewed companies
because they are creative with music, photography, travelling or fashion. A sense for style and
understanding is necessary here. In this field trends are changing a lot, due to the point that
social media is also affected with technology (Lascu, 2016) as E and F argue. The
entrepreneur has to see these trends and should always try to be updated (Ozgen and Baron,
2007). This approach is also connected with visions, designing and having good ideas. D, G
and H as bloggers have always to plan their post in advance to get the best market reach and
attract the most followers. The colors, the angle of the taken picture has to fit to the overall
content of H and the decisions and planning for it takes him a lot of time.
Knowledge and especially experience in the field an entrepreneur is acting in (doesn’t matter
if it is photography, fashion, music or travelling) is needed to know what the customers want
(Schlegelmilch, 1986). I is supporting this fact when saying that this is much more important
than having only a “good education or taking an MBA course” (Person I, personal
communication from the 26thApril, 2017). An entrepreneur should also have structure skills
and some knowledge in the business sector. Knowing marketing skills, finance, how to
calculate and organize is important. A is happy to have these skills. It doesn’t matter what
kind of degree an entrepreneur has or to which university he went, what matters is that an
entrepreneur has the ability to apply his knowledge (Joseph, 2017). But this can’t be said in
general. G and C both were studying entrepreneurship and both started the business during the
studies. New inspiration, knowledge and contacts helped both companies to start with.
Therefore it makes more sense to say: The better the knowledge and the application to it the
more important it is for the future business (Schlegelmilch, 1986).
The positive attitude mentioned from G is an important characteristic factor for her success.
Especially in times of struggle and failures an entrepreneur has to keep the mindset positive
and has to have a strong self-belief (Bowles, 2011). It helps to compete against competitors
and have a positive attraction to others. I is agreeing in this point. A positive open mindset is
automatically connected of how to appear with other people (Iversen, Jørgensen and
Malchow-Møller, 2008). It also helps for a good first impression when networking with other
people. In addition to this with a good positive attitude you can inspire new teammates or
attract new investors.
Risk-taking plays for some interviewed persons according to Joseph (2017) a meaningful role
when it comes to characteristics. E and G both took a risk and quiet their jobs, to start their
self-employed company and invest all time and energy in this. This is a big sign for taking a
risk what classical entrepreneurs do. Nevertheless can be said that E or G have the
characteristic for a higher risk management compared to this the others. A, B and G therefore
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started the business from the status of being a student, or after finishing school and haven’t
been in situation like this (Joseph, 2017). E and G took the risk and decided for uncertainty
away from a regular salary. C’s ”loco’ness” (Person C, personal communication from the
16thApril, 2017) can be analyzed as a risk when going out of the comfort zone and have fun.
Another big field for characteristics can be summarized as discipline. But everybody of the
interviewed companies is defining it different. I calls it steadiness, perseverance and a strong
will which is in the meaning kind of the same as discipline (Tobak, 2016). For C it helped to
stay steady in the hard times. For D and E it is normal that there are hard times coming, but
therefore it is even more important to not give up and still hold on their dreams.
Summarized according to the interviewed persons in the following there are the most
mentioned characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Passion and ambition
Creativity, design and innovativeness
Risk management
Experience and knowledge
Positive mindset
Staidness, discipline and perseverance

Use of social media platforms
When analyzing this point nobody of the interviewed companies is in the status of having a
self-employed company. This part of the analysis is focusing on the first beginnings of the
social media use. Furthermore it will analyze what platforms the interviewed persons choose
to publish their first posts.
When looking at the posting behavior of social media platforms of the interviewed companies
before they got self-employed all nine companies used either Instagram, YouTube, Facebook
or an own weblog. For example A, B, D, E, F or I used all Facebook as their first social media
platform for first posts. These fit mostly to the data of statistica.com (2017) showing that
these medias are the most popular ones. Facebook (45% of the interviewed companies used it
as first medium in the beginning) with its 1,87 billion users is therefore the biggest social
media platform. Most of the selected companies used in its beginning medias with a high selfpresentation according to Kaplan and Haenlein (2010). This fits the best when the selfpresentation should be high and the amount of people to reach as well. C, D, E, G and H used
in the beginning the platform Instagram. D, G and H were blogging and therefore Instagram is
the best platform to start with (Morley, 2016). Morley’s (2016) approach can be confirmed
here. Taking a closer look this is logical due to the point that they have content with pictures.
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In the following there are presented the social media chancel’s the selected companies used in
the beginning before starting the own venture.

Most used social media platform
in the beginning

YouTube
22%

Instagram
22%

Instagram
Facebook

Blogs,
Webblogs
11%

Blogs, Webblogs
YouTube
Facebook
45%

Figure 3: Most used social media platform in the beginning of self-employed companies
(own construction)
Only company E and B used YouTube (22 %) as the most important social media platform in
the beginning as their starting media. These connect community (Kaplein and Haenlein, 2010)
have a low self-disclosure and a medium self-presence. As a video platform it makes sense to
use these platform if you are focusing on music or videos, which is the case of both
companies. Overall the most used ones are social networks (Hettler, 2010). According to
Paquette (2013) even before the companies got self-employed the people used social media as
an opportunity to publish their ideas to people from everywhere in the world.
It is also interesting to notice that most of the companies started with one platform and then
decided to add a blog as well (A, B, C, E and G). Reasons for this are that creating a blog is
way more work than to shortly create an account on Facebook and Instagram (Castronovo and
Huang, 2012). The media richness is relatively low on weblogs (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010).
Depending on what the self-employed person is doing and which field he or she is acting in
(travelling, music, fashion or photography) there are different channels better than others. All
companies dealing with pictures or blogging have an Instagram account, while B the
musicians still have none. Most companies are posting pictures and documenting what they
are doing with their hobbies. I for example is posting the story of their travels while A is
posting pictures of his photography and B shares music videos from previous performances.
Therefore they had the opportunity to reach people who are interesting their field music,
photograph, and fashion or travelling. For the later progress of the thesis this is important to
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have already the field of customers. Slowly progressing with the development. It is interesting
to see that the interviewed companies start with one social media medium and then extend it
to more (Conner, 2016). Mostly it is blog because it is much more work. B is a good example
for this. B started with YouTube and after an increasing stream of followers he used a weblog.
D wanted to have “360 degree view to post the same information on the same time and offer
her followers a consistent content” (Person D, personal communication from the 26thApril,
2017). Facebook and Instagram are for free which is also an additional factor that the
interviewed companies are used it in the beginning (Instagram, 2017; Facebook, 2017). After
a while lot of companies decided to also take another platform and used a blog or another
platform.
Influence and importance of social media
Through the following point there should be examined how big the influence and importance
of social media has been to get self-employed through it. Therefore the reasons out of this can
be mentioned. It will be also pointed out if the companies would have started an own business
without having the use of social media. The analyzed outcomes will be connected in a later
part with the amount of time after they started their own business.
Lot of the interviewed companies got self-recognition by using Facebook. A and D believed
in the positive feedback of the users and got inspired by the likes of the followers and the
increasing amount of people following them (Conner, 2016). Also A noticed more offers and
people got in contact with him. That gave him personally self-confidence and the reason to
start (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009). He saw that he was good in what he was doing. For B the
demand of people who liked the videos and asked them for offers went really high and a
strong increase of Facebook followers who liked their music. E and F saw the huge demand
of people liking his video tutorials about all kind of photography and social media (Conner,
2016). E already had some commercial activities before and thought of to starting an own
business when he is able to live completely from it. For him it was a long progress and it
helped him a lot. Furthermore E had already his YouTube channel for a long time. H also
realized from the following people that the business is going well. The followers are
increasing and different brands were contacting him. I also recognized to get more followers
through social media when posting pictures and knowing to have a big community together
with other people who like travelling and have the same mindset. G’s blog went quite
seriously when she felt there are a lot of people following her. Therefore she decided to start
the business.
Also it is more professional to have the own band to start as B is arguing. Social media,
especially YouTube and Facebook helped them a lot because of market their selves
(Facebook, 2017; Paquette, 2013). For E the importance of social media was huge as well for
communication, marketing reasons. Even today it is so important. He wanted to have it more
seriously and take more time for his business. For H social media is very important for
reaching new customers (Paquette, 2013). I thought it is the perfect market for them to
establish business, providing the connected people with content (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009).
The importance for Facebook and Instagram for example was huge. People can use it
everywhere in the world and it can reach a huge market. For F social media is and was a big
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chance to publish information and projects. It increases the popularity for marketing for free
(Facebook, 2017). But they mention also the hard work and time investment.
For some interviewed persons social media was an inspiration to get new ideas and thoughts
to improve the business as Conner (2016) is arguing. For A it was YouTube that showed him
new skills about photography and he used Instagram to find models for a next photography
shooting, while D could increase their knowledge about fashion with looking at other
Instagram blogs.
For some interviewed persons social media is everything. “Social media is the core for our
business. We wouldn’t be there without it.” (Person B, personal communication from the
16thApril, 2017). C needs Instagram for their business idea as having an agency. This is the
same with company G that couldn’t have a business without the use of social media (OECD,
2007). Social media is everything for these self-employed persons and without it, it would be
not even possible to start a business because a blog is based on social media (OECD, 2007).
Influence and importance of social media:
• More followers and likes
• Great marketing opportunity
• Inspiration about new trends
• Learning and gaining new knowledge
• Self recognition
• Self confidence
• Use for free
• Getting new contacts/ offers
Timeframe for starting the business
In this analysis part it will be find out after what time the social media companies started the
own business since the first post as being a hobby blogger.
In general it can be noticed that all of the interview companies started their activity on social
media as a hobby or a passion with different interests. Anyways all the selected and
interviewed companies ended up in being a self-employed company. It can be pointed out as
well that the timeframe from the companies starting their business is differing a lot.
C for example started a few weeks later after the first activity on social media (Eckhardt and
Shane, 2003). From all selected companies this was the fasted ones, which got self-employed.
The short time is in connection with the reasons and the motivations for the companies to start
the business. Even the influence of social media is playing a different role. For some it took
way more time. A for example needed three years to decide starting the business. According
to him it was more a longer process to get through. For D, F and G it took two years to start
the company. They were progressing their hobby and started a certain amount of time
(between one and a half year -three years their business). For B it was after one and a half
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year. For E it was seven years after his first post. But here it has to be considered that he had
already some small commercials going on.

Time from Cirst post till
creating own venture
More than 3
years
22%
1,5 -3 years
56%

2 -18
months
11%

Less than one
month
11%
Less than one month
2 -18 months
1,5 -3 years
More than 3 years

Figure 4: Use of social media platform in the beginning of self-employed companies (own
construction)
Overall the timeframe can in some cases be connected with the motivation or propose before
starting it. C had already the strong intention to start something quiet fast. They did not expect
that it went that fast. The table below is showing the timeframe of the companies and the time
when they get self-employed to symbolize it better for the reader and to illustrate it more
clearly. H took four years and I took only year.
Opportunity recognition
In this analysis part it should be find out: What opportunities each company saw in deciding
to get self-employed. When looking at the opportunity recognition to find new ways to create
a business and meet the customer expectations with products or services (Barrack, 2014) the
interviewed companies are all doing different. Overall the interviews have shown that all
companies are having opportunity recognition due to the point that something is created or
changed in kind of way. In the following these opportunity recognition should be especially
analyzed according to the theories of Schumpeter (1934) or Krizner (1973). Seeing which
ways the entrepreneurs found opportunities to start a business and meet the customer
expectations (Barrak, 2014).
A thinks that he his better in his style of photography than others (Garnter 1985). He doesn’t
think that he created something new because there are already too many weddings and portrait
photographs worldwide. He thinks he is bringing value to the market in what he is doing with
his style (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003). A is therefore more like the Kriznerian approach in
improving the market (Krizner, 1973). Furthermore A saw the opportunity to meet interesting
people and make new experiences while photography. He is specialized on weddings and
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portraits. For him there is the opportunity to make profit in form of money with his
photography skills (Shane and Venkatarman, 2000).
For F it was similar reasons as A. They wanted to have an extra income next to studies
according to Casson (1982) and saw the opportunity with their business of producing
professional movies to gain more experience and knowledge and put in some means in form
of knowledge as Sarasvathy (2001) and Hang, Garnsey and Ruan (2013) argue. They offer
something for a cheaper price they are doing better than other ones (Gartner, 1985).
Similar opportunity recognition affected B. The musicians think they are better than others,
because there are less party cover bands in the region the both musician entrepreneurs are
living. This fits to the Kriznerian approach (Krizner, 1973) thinking to bring value to the
market (Rauch and Frese, 2007) because the customer entertainment of the existing covers
bands is not good. According to him they didn’t created something completely new as there
are already so many musician cover bands. They saw the opportunity in combining hobby and
passion together and become self-employed to be more professional to start. The importance
of social media was here very high (Ma et al. 2011). Another opportunity and reason was to
be officially registered as a company the public perception increased become more serious.
Chances to make more money are higher in the music sector.
G and H wanted to have their own blogs and saw all this famous bloggers and thought that
they can do this as well (Barrack, 2014). Background and knowledge in marketing media
helped them to create the own business. According to H, he thinks that he is better than others
when it comes to his style of the pictures, the quality and the way he is presenting his outfits.
He is doing the Kriznerian approach (Krizner, 1973). G thinks she a lot of knowledge about
online marketing and communication, which helps her to design a very good blog.
Furthermore she can work fulltime on her blog while others have to do it next to work.
According to her the sympathy bonus and being not fake is also playing an important role.
Especially these points bring her a huge advantage to be in some ways better than others that
fits to Krizners discovery theory (Krizner, 1973).
D has the opinion that she didn’t created something new as there have been already lot of
fashion blogs in the web. She got inspired by already existing ones and saw the opportunity to
design and create her own blog with its own style (Ozgen and Baron, 2007). D’s style and
sympathy how she communicates with the readers make it inimitable and gives her a
competitive advantage (Krizner, 1973).
E saw the huge demand of people liking his video tutorials about all kind of photography and
social media. He offered something new in form of his YouTube photo tutorials, which hasn’t
been done before. This fit to the creation theory of Schumpeter (1934). But furthermore he is
not only doing photography but has also books, calendars and is offering workshops. In some
things he is also better than the competitors in the style he is making pictures and the
sympathy he is attracting new customer (Krizner, 1973). E’s creation process is therefore
influenced by the both creation and discovery theory. E had already some commercial
activities before and thought of to starting an own business when you living completely with
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it (Saravathy, Simon and Lave, 1998). This experience from the business before helped him
also a lot (St-Jean and Tremblay, 2011).
C saw a lack of cinema graphs on Instagram and for growth hacking for bigger brands and
therefore the opinion that he created something new which has not been there before
(Schumpeter, 1934). He takes his advantages for the future customer attraction and get more
popularity. It is a unique combination of providing their customers with videos and the
product this company is offering looping videos like editing pictures with moving effects
discovered something new in form of an advantage that one of the partners studied the
Instagram algorithm and has therefore a huge advantage. It helps to solve problems for
companies who struggle with their social media performance (Baron and Ensley, 2006). C
knows exactly what and when to do to get the most followers and therefore more customers
(Shane and Venkatarman, 2000).
I saw the opportunity to offer something where is a big need of people. The creation process
fits more to Schumpeter’s approach (1934) as I is better in a sense as they created something
new, which haven’t been there before (Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013). The travel app is
offering young people advices about their next travel destination. The followers of I feel like
in a real community with a good vibe. The opportunity to start was not only because of money
rather more because of bringing a new value to the market (Eckhardt and Shane, 2003).
Starting the business without social media?
The interviewed self-employed companies have been also asked if they would have started
their business without having social media. This helps to find out how important social media
for the foundation and creation process of the companies really is.
In general there are three different groups that can be defined when it comes to the question
weather the interviewed persons would have started the a business or not without having the
use of social media.
At first there are these ones who would have definitely done it even without having social
media. These are 44% of the interviewed companies. According to them it only would have
taken more time, because it is harder to reach people and attract new customers and become
popular (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2015). They are sure that the business itself would be also
created without social media. Social media was in general the initiator as already mentioned
above. A therefore would have started its own business but it would have taken way more
time to become popular by other people and market themselves. B would have focused a bit
more on mouth-to-mouth policy. E would have started the business also without the use of
social media. Social media helps a lot to reach people and makes things easier (Simon, 2012)
but in the end it is not everything. F would have started the business either way. But he would
have started his business either way with photography. According to him social media is
giving huge advantage but it is also possible without it.
Secondly there are these self-employed persons who would have started a business but a
different ones, which is in some parts related to what they are doing now. This is also 44 % of
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the persons. The reasons for this are that their business only can exist because of social media
(Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009; Kollmann, 2011). C, D and G all agree with this. Blogging can
only be happen with social media platforms. D would have started something in form of
fashion or lifestyle but the business model should have looked a bit more different then. C
would have done a different business but it would have taken “triple more time” (Person C,
personal communication from the 18thApril, 2017). For D without social media the business
would not be possible at all. It is the core of blogging She would have started an own business
and something with fashion but it would be way harder and needed more time. G would have
done it also but the way would be different. It would be way harder to reach people but there
is always a solution to go on.
The last groups are the people, which wouldn’t have started a business at all (12%). Here it is
H who has the opinion that without social media he never would have the chance to create an
own blog and reach people. He was not thinking about starting something without it. So H
would not have started the business through it. The importance and influence of selfrecognition from the social media platforms (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2009) was too strong for
H and made him feel starting, which would never be possible without it.
Success factors
Success factors of the entrepreneurs will be analyzed to give readers and potential
entrepreneurs advices. These success factors which helped the self-employed companies to
start their business and to keep on with it will be pointed out to give advices for other
potential entrepreneurs who might read this paper. Lots of these advices therefore are similar
with motivation factors or characteristics.
There is firstly passion, which drives the entrepreneur to go forward (Baum, Locke and Smith
2001). It helped A a lot to succeed in the end. B also believes that only when you love
something it keeps you ongoing. C and E are agreeing with this (Locke, 2004). Thinking out
of the box is also one really important factor for going on with the business and keeping the
track. C, E and I believed also that entrepreneurs have to be different than everybody else.
Not everything learned in school is helping potential entrepreneurs while starting a business
(E and A). A good structure and organization helped the entrepreneurs to go on and don’t
loose track. For D it helped a lot in her everyday life with starting the business. F also had to
organize lots of appointments with customers to meet up.
The use of social media is for example for B or D very important and it doesn’t matter which
business it is (Paquette, 2013). G is giving the advice to post on social media quality instead
of quantity. Posting bad quality can have a negative impact on the whole performance on
social media. Having a good quality blog a lot of research is also needed. It is always
important to network with other people according to B (Iversen, Jørgensen and MalchowMøller, 2008). D is getting lots of contracts when networking with other companies.
Therefore a positive mindset is always important. For I entrepreneurs should connect with
other entrepreneurs and being at locations where innovate things are going on and new
opportunities are opening.
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Discipline is for A one of the most needed things in the beginning. D defines it as stamina and
perseverance and E or G as discipline, stamina, and passion (Ramption, 2014). Another
advice for potential entrepreneurs is to try out new things even if it fails in the beginning. For
E it helps to develop and go forward. For A especially for the photo business this is very
important because there are always new trends. A, E and F have also the opinion that a regular
movement and change can bring success. Being always up to date for new trends is for the
bloggers D and F important here. For them it is willing to learn and gaining more knowledge.
G spends hours on YouTube to learn about more tutorials and improve her skills
(Schlegelmilch, 1986). Very important for all interviewed companies for success is the
creativity for designing a blog or creating new ideas (Iversen, Jørgensen and MalchowMøller, 2008). Especially the bloggers D, F or H wouldn’t be successful without creativity.
Another important advice is self-belief. For the interviewed persons it was important to know
what they wanted and where they are good in (Bowles, 2011). For them it is important to
focus on things they are good in. For H and F you have to be clear where you want to invest
your time and money in and if this is really worth it for you. It is important for I to not copy
other successful entrepreneurs one to one. For H and F satisfied customers are another key to
success. In the case of social media customers could be also followers. It is important to be
authentic and represent yourself when having a blog. “For a longer time people will realize if
you are fake or not” (Person F, personal communication from the 16thApril, 2017). D, G, H
and F therefore have also the opinion to be on places where innovative things are going on
and potential customers are located.
Lastly having a good team or the right partner to do business with is very important. C, F or I
are all founded the business together. For I it is as well important be supported and hang out
always with the best people. “Only this makes you better as an entrepreneur and gives you the
most opportunities” (Person F, personal communication from the 16thApril, 2017).

5.2 Reflection
In this reflection part there should be build a bridge to the conclusion to point out patterns
and problems of the analysis.
Personal motivation
Overall it is a bit wondering that the most common answers of the selected companies for
motivation are mostly self-actualization, freedom and indecency. These factors are according
to Hornadays and Abouds (1973) approach proven and drive entrepreneurs forward. In a
quantitative survey this fact could be analyzed. It has shown that self-employed persons doing
their own business through social media tend more to be free, flexible, being the own boss
and doing something that makes them happy. Here the entrepreneur and his personal needs
are in the foreground. The motivation factors of freedom, flexibility and self-recognition tend
people to escape from their previous job. It can be mentioned as a motivation factor but also a
consequence of the previous mentioned factors. A big aspect for this motivation is that all
interviewed persons are being self-employed with their initial hobby as travelling, fashion,
photography or music. The persons are doing what they love to do and develop passion in it.
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This could also explain that materialistic things as money are playing fewer roles. Young
people in this digitalism time (Evans and Wurster, 2000; Lascu, 2016) tend to rather being
free and fulfill themselves instead of hurrying and pushing for money. It can be more seen as
an approach that the interviewed companies are aiming to live with their business, which
includes earning at least enough money to finance their lives to be satisfied. But the selfemployed still can decide how much money they can earn with their action of business
(Meadows, 2016).
On the other hand tax benefits are mentioned as one main motivation factor. This is mainly
connected to the reason that self-employed companies are getting offers before actually being
self-employed. In countries as Germany, Netherlands or Sweden it is the law that people, who
earn more than a certain amount of money with an activity that is still a hobby, have to
register a business. This was for some interviewed companies the case as they already had
offers and earned money with their activity on social media
Family importance is playing no role as a motivation factor. Due to the point that social media
exists not longer than ten years. The interviewed persons are not inspired or pushed by older
family members because nobody of them is doing business through social media.
Other than this all mentioned motivation factors founded in the theory as most important are
mentioned here. It can be said that for this young entrepreneurs in the upcoming field with
social media this is still playing an important role. It has therefore shown that the in the theory
mentioned motivation factors for entrepreneurs in general are similar to the ones from
entrepreneurs in the field of social media.
The interviewed companies are from four different countries. It was shown that the
motivation differs from their background, culture or interest as Alänge, Mittinen and
Scheinberg (1988) argue. Obvious differences within only one group can’t be noticed. For
this the amount of nine selected companies is too small. In general it can be noticed that the
interviewed persons are between 20 and 30 years old and can be defined as millennials, grown
up in the time of digitalism. It is understandable that these people are all doing business
through social media because they were grown up with this technology and are used to it. The
generation of people around the age of 50 to 60 for example is not that attached by social
media and has way more problems to use it.
Characteristics
All in the theoretical background presented and explained main characteristics could be
proven in the interviews and play an important role for the self-employed persons through
social media when it comes to being an entrepreneur. In some points characteristics and
motivation are also similar with each other when looking at passion for example (Kuratko,
2016).
It can be mentioned that especially for the field of social media self-employed people should
have a wide knowledge about all the different platforms as Facebook, Instagram or Youtube
and being informed about new applications or trends (Schlegelmilch, 1986). In the last years
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the technology and applications were always changing (Lascu, 2016) and so it is even more
important for somebody who has a business through it to react on changes and developments
(Ozgen and Baron, 2007). Recognizing changes earlier and reacting through it can bring the
entrepreneur a huge value in comparison to other competitors.
Furthermore it seems that especially creativity for the field of social media is playing an
important factor for the interviewed people. The reason for this is that all interviewed people
can be seen as artists as they are dealing with photography business, fashion or travelling. In
this field with the combination of social media creativity is becoming much more important
and has a different significance than for entrepreneurs who are not dealing with it. For the
self-employed persons it is important when they post things and what they are posting at
which time.
The character of risk taking is for some interviewed persons really high, for some it seems it
was not at all. The advantage by social media is that it is for free. Therefore the investment in
the beginning of the starting a business is not that high instead of having a store in the city
and paying a high rent. Bloggers for example firstly doesn’t have that much risk with their
business when they are starting it. On the other hand some people are quitting their jobs to
work fulltime and only with their social media business. Therefore the risk can be quiet high,
due to the point that success of this business for the future is uncertain. But others started it
next to their studies or never had a real job, so for them the risk was way lower.
For other mentioned characteristics as discipline, a positive mindset or passion there is no
deviation to the literature for self-employed persons who are having a business through social
media.
Use of social media platforms
In the beginning before being self-employed the companies used mostly social networks
(Hettler, 2010) blogs, or sometimes the connect community YouTube (Kaplan and Heinlein,
2010). The most common mentioned ones are Facebook, Instagram, Weblogs or YouTube.
Therefore the main use is still a communication and information tool (Bughin and Chui,
2010) to spread information. Most of the people are starting to post pictures or share their
stories. A few used YouTube to attract people with learning videos about photography or
musician songs. The most used social media is Facebook, because of its high selfpresentation, good media richness (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010) and the fact that it is for free
(Facebook, 2017). Lot of companies starting with a blog after a while. It takes more work but
the more social media channels the interviewed companies have the higher the market reach.
All companies are using the social media platforms Facebook and Instagram except one.
Influence and importance of social media
Overall the influence and importance of social media for starting the business is huge for all
interviewed self-employed companies. The influence is in general stronger for people who
have the absolutely need for using the Internet. This affects mostly bloggers, as the
requirement for blogging is to have social media platforms in form of a weblog, YouTube
channel or Facebook account. Photographers, moviemakers or musicians can do their
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business either way without using the Internet. The answers have clearly shown that for the
interviewed persons social media is the core and main influence. Due to the fact that the
amount of followers is increasing people get more positive feedback in form of private
messages or likes the self-employed persons got more self-confident. Furthermore it gave
people the realization that their initial hobby has potential for more in form of a business.
Next to it the fact that social media platforms are nowadays the best way to spread
information, advertisement, reach and connect people helped the self-employed companies in
both stages before and after starting the business. In general social media platforms are a very
good effect to become more popular, market their business and get new inspirations, trends
and knowledge from competitors or similar business
Timeframe for starting the business
The interviewed companies are differing in the timeframe from the first post of their activity
till becoming an entrepreneur and self-employed. In average they needed one and a half to
three years to start. In this period they have the most time to develop and getting enough selfrecognition. The example of company C showed that it doesn’t have to take that long time
and can also sometimes take a few weeks with having the right idea and implementing the
business right. The reasons for starting connected through social media are mostly the strong
increase of followers, offers from readers and self-confidence. But it was also shown that it is
possible to start earlier when people have the time and believe to do it. Some companies
started after four or even seven years, because there were employed at a company and didn’t
had the time and in the beginning to start a business next to it.
Opportunity recognition
In general the interviewed companies are more following the Kriznerian approach than the
Schumpeterian approach. Most of the business ideas the interviewed companies are dealing
with are already at the market and can be found in the Internet as for example photography or
bloggers. As there is such a wide range of potential customers in the Internet people try
always to offer new values regarding the customer needs. It is understandable that regarding
their market position in some parts is better than others and the Kriznerian discovery theory is
way more used. But due to the point that there are also often changes and new trends the
Schumpeterian approach is also used sometimes. In the field of social media are a lot of
things developing and changing so that this is still possible. Users saw in general the
opportunity to start something and bring value to the market. Often people also saw the
opportunity to start because of taking their knowledge and skills.
Starting the business without social media?
It can be noticed that 44% of the interviewed companies would have started a, business
without social media, which is the same to the nowadays-existing one. That means social
media was the imitator for these companies to start the business right know but on the other
hand without it there would have been also ways to do it. 44 % of the companies would have
started another kind of business without having social media one day, which is differing form
the already existing ones. Only one self-employed company (12 %) wouldn’t have a business
in general if there wouldn’t be the use of social media.
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Social media is therefore is big factor influencing the people for starting their business. For
most of the companies it increased the time process to start something, but on the other hand
to start earlier or have the assuredness that people like their hobby. It can be said that the
persons have the dream or vision to start a business one day because they feel passionate
about their hobby. But it was maybe not that concrete as it was now when using social media.
The initial character and the motivation and mindset of the potential entrepreneurs is playing a
bigger role than expected. As analyzed above the people have the right characteristics for
being an entrepreneur and having an own business. Furthermore they are passionate about it
and have the skills they need.
Success factors
Summarized there are listed the most important success factors according to the interviewed
companies for starting a business through social media:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Out of the box thinking
Passion
Good structure and organization
Use of social media
Networking
Discipline
Change
Up for new trends
Creativity
Satisfied customers
Self-belief
A good team
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6. Conclusion and discussion
In this last chapter the researcher will present his final conclusions and outcomes regarding
the research question of this thesis. Furthermore implications are illustrated and a future
research is given.

6.1 Conclusion
In the following firstly the sub-questions from 1.3 will be listed and explained. With the help
of this the overall research questions of the thesis from 1.3 will be answered.
What is the personal motivation for people to start up their own business?
The most important motivation factors for the self-employed persons through social media
have been self-actualization, freedom and independency. The interviewed persons tend more
to be free when they have the opportunity to do what they like to. Money and materialistic
things are not playing the main importance for entrepreneurs doing business with social
media. Furthermore tax benefits are important as well.
What characteristics have people to bring to start their own business?
For the characteristics a good knowledge about the own skills is necessary. Self-employed
persons should recognize trends in the field of social media and should be always willing to
learn new things to go on and develop personally. Furthermore creativity is playing a more
important role than actually expected due to the point that the interviewed persons can be seen
as artists within their business It has also shown that next to discipline, a positive mindset and
passion, the character of risk taking is very important and necessary. Not everyone is taking
big risks to get self-employed because some people have been students before. Self-employed
persons are not influenced or pushed by family members. All of the interviewed people are
between 20 and 30 years old and their attitude is aiming for freedom. This differs from other
entrepreneurs or older generations.
How are self-employed companies using social media and how big is the importance of
it?
It has shown that the interviewed companies use social networks, blogs or connect
communities to start with. Most popular social media platforms are Facebook, Instagram,
YouTube and blogs. The advantage here is that they have good media richness and a high
self-presentation. The companies use these platforms as communication, marketing and
networking tools to show their skills and results. After a while all of the interviewed
companies extended to other platforms.
The importance and influence of social media is for the interviewed companies very high. It
inspirits the companies with new trends, they use it to market their business and become more
popular. Furthermore all companies got self-recognized by the increasing amount of followers
and likes and incoming messages from potential customers. It helped them to realize that
people in general support the idea. It has shown that for bloggers who couldn’t make business
without social media the importance of it is stronger than for those who doesn’t really need it
for their daily business as musicians or photographers.
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After what time are the companies starting their own business since their first post on
social media?
For the interviewed companies this really depends from a few weeks till seven years. The
average was mostly one and a half till three years. This is also depending on factors of time,
motivation and circumstances. Mostly it takes time to get the self-recognition and being
completely sure about to start an own business.
Why and because of what opportunities are people starting their own business through
social media?
Most people are having the opportunities of Krizner to be better and create something new.
Due to the point that there are so many potential customers it is easier to create a new value
with the business that is in some kind of ways better than the competitors. But some
companies also use the Schumpeterian discovery approach. Social media is such an innovategrowing technology field that there are still things to discover something, which has not been
there before. In general young self-employed persons see the opportunity to bring value to the
market with their knowledge and skills
Would the interviewed companies star a business without social media?
It is been shown that 44 % of the interviewed companies would have started the same
business even without having social media. But it would have taken longer time and more
work to market the business. Other 44 %, mostly blogger, would have started a different
business because the initial one is only possible with social media. It has shown that the
general motivation and characteristics of the people is playing a more important role than
expected. If these people have the aim to start a business they would do it either way
What are the success factors for implementing the business?
According to the interviewed companies success factors are out of the box thinking, passion, a
good structure, the use of social media and networking are important. Furthermore discipline,
change, openness for new trends, creativity, satisfied customers, self-belief and a great team
helped them a lot to succeed.
After answering all the sub questions in the following the overall research question of the
thesis will be answered.
How people become entrepreneurs with the help of social media on the example of selfemployed companies?
In general according to the interviewed companies there are a lot people who started their
business through social media and there are many factors influencing it. The thesis has shown
that motivations and characteristics of the interviewed entrepreneurs are very important.
Furthermore they got self-recognition by using social media. Social media platforms are the
perfect medium to spread information, get in contact with potential customers and use it as a
cheap marketing instrument to become more popular. Mostly the social media platforms
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and a weblog were used. The self-employed persons saw the
opportunity to create something, which is better than the competitors, and bring a new value
to the market with the help of their knowledge or skills. Some of them are inventing
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something new, which hasn’t been there before. The whole field of social media has a lot of
potential for customers in the future. Most of the companies started the business through
social media one and a half till three years after the first post. The thesis has also shown that
becoming self-employed through social media affects mostly the “generation Y” due to the
point that all nine interviewed companies are between 20 and 30 years old.

6.2 Implications
Practical implications
The above mentioned outcomes in the conclusions can help potential entrepreneurs who are
thinking to start a business or even feel they are in the same situation the interviewed persons.
With the help of the advices and their use of social media potential entrepreneurs could use
this information to start a successful business. Furthermore already established companies
could have a use reading this paper as well.
For the interested reader it can bring also some value to understand the behavior of these
persons becoming an entrepreneur through social media and how it works with social media
platforms as Facebook or Instagram. Especially older generations who are not grown up and
attached with social media in their everyday life the outcomes of this thesis could be very
interesting.
Theroretical Implications
This thesis was focusing becoming an entrepreneur through social media and not only
becoming an entrepreneur in general. In the literature there are not much information about
the process of starting an own venture through social media. As already mentioned, the
reasons for this is that social media is such an up to date topic and exists only a bit more than
ten years. The researcher should focus more on the topic itself because this field is kind of
new for him. Sometimes it was hard to find similar information the researcher could use for
this thesis. For the future researcher should focus more on upcoming entrepreneurs through
social media.

6.3 Further Research
A further research can be done when asking more self-employed companies through social
medial Therefore a quantitative research in form of a survey would make the most sense to
proof the conclusions and outcomes. It would be interesting to know how it is on other
countries except Germany, Sweden, Netherlands or the US. The field of social media is so
innovate and still changing that there has to be always an eye open what will change in the
future and how the trend will be. Finally it should be also noticed that this thesis and its
outcomes could be generalized, because for this the amount of interviewed companies has
been too small.
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Attachment
According to 3.1.4: Operationalization
Table 3: Operationalization (own construction)
Question
1. How and where did you
start your posting?

Topic
Social Media/
social media and
business

Central References
Cox, 2010; O’Relly, 2005; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010;
Paquette, 2013; Cha, 2009; Zarella, 2010, Bughin and Chui,
2010; Kollmann, 2011; Castronovo and Huang, 2012, Luecke,
2012, YouTube, 2016; Bowen and Giannini, 2014; Evans and
Wurster, 2000, Schwabel, 2016; Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001;
Corner, 2016; Simon, 2012

2. After what time did you
start you own venture and
why?

Opportunity
recognition

Barrak, 2014; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Sarasvathy, 2001;
Casson 1982; Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013; Fisher, 2012;
Shane and Venkatarman, 2000; Baron and Ensley, 2006; Ozgen
and Baron, 2007, Barrack, 2014

3.
Influence
and
importance
of
social
media to start your
business?

Social media

4. What opportunities do
you saw to start your own
business? To discover
something new or create
something which is better
than others?
5. What was your
personal motivation to
start your own business?

Opportunity
recognition,
Creation,
Discover Theory

6. What characteristics are
important in your opinion
to
start
your
own
business?
7. What are your success
factors and advices for
implementing
the
business?

Entrepreneur
Characteristics

Cox, 2010; O’Relly, 2005; Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010;
Paquette, 2013; Cha, 2009; Zarella, 2010, Bughin and Chui,
2010; Kollmann, 2011; Castronovo and Huang, 2012, Luecke,
2012, YouTube, 2016; Bowen and Giannini, 2014; Evans and
Wurster, 2000, Schwabel, 2016; Muniz and O’Guinn, 2001;
Barrak, 2014; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Sarasvathy, 2001;
Casson 1982; Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013; Shane and
Venkatarman, 2000; Baron and Ensley, 2006; Ozgen and Baron,
2007, Barrack, 2014; Schumpeter, 1934; Krizner, 1973; Krizner,
1979; Alvarez and Barney, 2007; Gartner, 1985; Weick, 1979;
Sarasvathy, 2001;
Alänge, Mitttinen and Scheinberg, 1988; Antipesheva, 2015;
Shan, Locke and Collins, 2003; Kuratko, 2008; Yitshaki and
Krop, 2015; Carsund, Brännback, 2009; Ghannad, 2013;
Maslow, 1943; Prevost, 2016; Tempelman, 2014
Business Dictionary, 2017; Joseph, 2017; Hucks, 2012;
Khilstomr and Laffont’s, 1979; Schlegelmilch, 1986; Resnick,
2014; Kuratko, 2016; Bowles, 2011; Ramption, 2014

8. Would you have started
your own venture when
there is no access to social
media?

Entrepreneur
Motivation

Opportunity
recognition,
Motivation,
Characteristics

Barrak, 2014; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Sarasvathy, 2001;
Casson 1982; Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013; Fisher, 2012;
Shane and Venkatarman, 2000, Barrack, 2014, Schlegelmilch,
1986; Resnick, 2014; Kuratko, 2016; Bowles, 2011; Ramption,
2014, Carsund, Brännback, 2009; Maslow, 1943
Social
media, Barrak, 2014; Eckhardt and Shane, 2003; Sarasvathy, 2001;
opportunity
Casson 1982; Hang, Garnsey and Ruan, 2013; Fisher, 2012;
recognition,self
Shane and Venkatarman, 2000; Baron and Ensley, 2006; Ozgen
employment
and Baron, 2007, Barrack, 2014; Parker, 2004; Brock and Evans,
1986; Holz-Eakin, 2000, (Chaudhary, 2015, Singh, 1996,
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